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AMCSF-P/ 75-00 77 3 November 1975

Director
Nuclear Material Safety and Safeguards,
US Nuclear Regulatory Commisssion
,ATTN: Materials Branch
Washington, DO 20555

Gentlemen:

Forwarded is an application by US Army Electronics Command, Fort Monmouth,
New Jersey, to renew and amend Byproduct Material License Number
29-01022-06 in its entirety; Ionizing Radiation Control, ECOMR 385-9,
has been revised and drawings and descriptions of facilities have been
updated.i

Please acknowledge receipt of correspondence. *Enclosed, is NRC Form
46 (1-75) Reply Card.

Sincer y,

1 Inci D IN N.
As stated Chief. Health Phvsics

Safety Office

Cy Furn:.
HQDA (DASG-HCH-E) WASH DC 20310
Director, US Army Materiel Command Field Safety Activity, Charlestown, IN 47111
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10 CWR 30
I. UNITED STATES ATOMIC ENERGY COMMISSION

APPLICATION FOR BYPRODUCT MIIA1EMJAL' LICENSE I Ddg.4 Bureau No. 38-R0027

1...............

INSTRUCTIONS.ý-Complete Items 1 through 16 it this is an initial application or an application for renewal of a license. Information contained* in pre-
vious-applications filed with the Commission with respect to Items 8 through'15 may be inoriporated by reference provided references are clear and
spiecific.6 Use su~pplemental sheets where necessary. Rem. 16 must be completed on all applications.. Mail two copies to: U.S. Atomic Energy Commis-
sion, Waishington. D.C., 20545, Attention: Materials Branch, DI Irectorate 0f Licensing. upon approval of this application,t the applicant will receive an AEC
Byproduct Material License. An AEC. Byproduct Material License is issued in accordance with the general requirements contained in Title 10, Code of Fed-
eral Regulation ,s, Part 30, and t .he Licensee Is subje Ict to Title 10, Code of Federal Regulations, Part 20 1, and the.1 lIcense. fee provisions of Title 10, Code of
Federal Regulations, Part 1 70. The license tee category should be stated in Item 16 and the aperopriate fee enclosed. (See No .te in nstruction sheetyW

1. (a) NAME AND STREET ADDRESS OF APPLICANT. (institution, firm, hospital per- (b) STREET ADDRESS(ES) AT WHICH BYPRODUCT M-ATERIAL WILL BE USED: (if
.son. etc. include ZIP Code and telephone number.) -different fromIn (d). isiclude. ZIP Code.)

Depa Irtment of the Arniy .See Supple'ment A
-US:ArD~r Electronics Command
Fo~rt Moinmouth, New Jersey .07703,

2. DEPARTMENT TO USE BYPRODUCT MATERIAL 3.. PREVIOUS LICENSE NUMBER(S). (if this is an application for renewal of a license,

Organizations which are part of the please indicate and give number.)

Directorate of Research, Development and Renew and amend BPL 29-01022-06
Engineering, Electronics Coimmandc DA in. itsý entirety. - -

4. INDIVIDUAL USER(S). (Name and title of individual(s) who will use or directly Z. RADIATION PROTECTION OFPICER. (Name of peff~on designated asý radiation protec.
supervise, use of byproduct material. Give training and experience in Items a and 9.) tion officer if other than individual user. Attach resume of his training and experience

See Supplement C 4 as in Items 8 and 9.).........

Stanley B. Potter., RPO
~'' ~Charles F. Pullen., Alternate RPO.'

(See Supplement F for training and
experience)

6. (a) BYPRODUCT MATERIAL. (Elements (b) CHEMICAL AND/OR PHYSICAL FORM AND MAXIMUM NUMBER OF MILLICURIES. OF EACH CHEMICAL AND/ORt PHYS-
and mass number of each.) ICAL FORM THAT YOU WILL POSSESS AT ANY ONE TIME. (if sealed source(s), also slate name of manufacturer, model number,

number of sources and maximum activity per source.).

.A. Any- byproduct . A. AiVF formn ___710007.-1 mi cres of each rad~ionuclide having,
material with atomic an atomic number 3 through 83 irclusivee
nos 3-83 inclusive

- . . .B. Any form 10 millicu~ries.
B. Americium 241.

C. Sealed sources..115O0O0 miflicuriese.
C. Americium 241 V

D.- Sealed sources.! 835.,000 millicuries, ;total., no single-'
D. Cesium 137 soulrce to excdeed ý'220,000 millicuries". Both ORNLan

commercial .sour~ft may be used, New c~smerciaL sour~es.,
to be sealed-in metall-capsules by welding.

(SeFig 1)-i, page N2' foran examp~le.)

(continued in Supplement n):**

j

T. DESCRIBE PURPOSE FOR WHICH BYPRODUCT ~MATERIAL WILL BE USED. (if bpi prduct 'nioterial is fr. ."huinan use, ,suppleimint A (Farm AEC-3 1 3a) must be completed

in l .ieu of this i'tem.' Il'byp'roduct material is in the fomof asealed source,- in'clude 'the' make and model niu'mber'of the storage co'ntai ner -and/orý device. in .whichi the sautce' will
be stored and/or used.)

Byproduct material will be us6ed ih: resear~ch,. developiment and testing prlograms
including calibration and operational checks of instruments., and as instructional
aids. (Se-Sj i~in~E-f or-addi-tional inform tip...

ple-m-ent13

lContinuyed on reverse side)
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Page Twol

TRAINING AND EXPERIENCE OF EACH INDIV4DUAL NAMED IN ITEM 4 (Use supplemental sheets if necessary) _______

~.TYPE OF TRAINING
-- WHERE TRAINED

,D .U RA TION OF
TRAINING

ON THE JOB
(Circle answer)

FORMAL COURSE
(circle -answer).

a. Principles and practices af radiatian

protection.............

b. Radioactivity measurement standarduza.
tian and monitoring techniiques-and in-

strumients .......................

c. Mathematics and calculations basic ta the
use and measurement af radioactivity.

d. Bliological effects af radiation ........

See Supplement F Yes Na Yes No

Yes~ No Yes Na

Yes Na Yes No

N

I

Yes. No Yes<' .Nw

9. EXPERIENCE WITH RADIATION. (Actual use of radiaisotapes or eq.uivalent experience.)-

ISOTOPE MAXIMUM AMOUNT WHERE EXPERIENCE WAS GAINED DURATION OF EXPERIENCE TYPE OF USE,

See Supplement F

10. RADIATION DETECTION INSTRUMENTS. (Usie'supplemental s heots if necessary.) -

TYPE OF INSTRUMENTS NUMBER RADIATION SENSITIVITY RANGE WINDOW THICKNESS USE
(include make arnd model number of each) AVAILA&BLE DETECTED (mr/hr) (mg/cm"). (Monitoring, surveying, measuring)

See Supplement G,ý:

11. METHOD, FREQUENCY. AND STANDARDS USED IN CALIBRATING, INSTRUMENTS. LISTED ABOVE.

See Supplement H

1 2. FILM BADGES, DOSIMETERS, AND BIO-ASSAY PROCEDURESLUSED. (Far film badges, specify method of calibrating and processing, or name of supplier.)

See Supplement B

INFORMATION .TO BE. SUBMITTED ON ADDITIONAL .SHEETS IN DUPLICATE
I13. FACILITIES AND EQUIPMENT. Describeý laborat~ facilitie an d remot handlingeqimnsoaectierhelngfueodec.Epntrykth

of facility is -attached. (Citrcle answer) 4.( es - No ' 'Se eqimet strg coties shedig fum hos etc EIlntr sketchr
'-'S66 .Supplement I

14. RADIATION PROTECTION PROGRAM: Describe the radiation. protection program including control measures. If application covers sealed sources, submit leak
testing procedures where applicable, name, training,.nnd experience of person.1a perform Teak tests, and arrangements for performing initial radiation survey, serv-
icing, maintenance and repair of the~ so urce. Se S p lm n

15. WASTE DISPOSAL. If a commercial waste disposal service is employed, specify name of company. Otherwise, submit detailed description of methods which will
be used for disposing of radioactive 11fir nd e~stiatrof thetyp ad&los n t i~~k~ 75 -1 ai I

CERTIFICATE (This Item must be qpjnpleted by applicant)
16. THE APPLICANT AND ANY OFFICIAL EXECUTING THIS CERTIFICATE O$t IE-HALP l APPLICAN.T NAMED IN ITEM 1, CERTIFY THAT THIS APPLICATION IS

PREPARED IN CONFORMITY, WITH.TITLE 10, CODE OF FEDERAL REGUL.AobN%ýx O7WS; TAiT ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED HEREIN, INCLUDING ANY
SUPPLEMENTS ATTACHED HERETO, IS TRUE AND CORRECT1 TO THE BESX)Fq6 9 , AND BELIEF.:

\~W~>.-US AAM- Electronics Coxmnand., DA
License Fee Category $ _________

Fee Enclosed $

'Date t~ 4

Qo ~jCWanit'"usmecl in item I

WALTER. S MCAFEE I/
O sRepresentative on Ionizing

Tilt&firfjbf ciontrol Coimmittee

WARNING.-1 8 U. S. C., Section 1001; Act of June 25, 1948; 62 -Stat. 749; makes it a criminal offeflse to make a willfully false statement or
representation to any department or agency of the United. States as to~any matter -within its jurisdiction.
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SUJPPLEMENT A

IDCAIONS WHERE BYPRODUCT M{ATERIAL WILL BE UJSED



SUPPLEMENT A

LOCATION4S WHERE BYPRODUCT MATERIAL WILL BE USED.

1.~ Fort M~onmouth is made up of a number of sub-posts or areas located in
Monmouth County,. New Jersey. Byproduct material is primarily used in
the Evans Area; however., occasionally it is used in other areas.

2. The following areas and locatinns combine to form Fort Monmouth.

a. US Anxly Electronics Conmmand Headquarters Bldg - Tinton Avenue/
and Garden State Parkway., New Shrewsbury., NJ,

b. Charles Wood Area.- Intersection of Tinton Avenue and Hope Road., v'
Eatontown,, NJ.

c. Fort Monmouth (Main Post) -Entrance at intersection of Tinton Ave/
and NJ Hwy 35.. Eatontown, NJ.

d. Klystronics Bldg - Mid-Monmouth Industrial Park., intersection of V
'Hope Road and NJ Hwy 36.

e. A portion of Electronic Associates, Inc.,. - 185 M~onmouth Parkway,/
Eatontown, NJ.

f. Wayside Area Earle Ammunition Depot - Wayside Road and Wyckoff Road, ~
-Wayside., NJ.

g. Oakhurst Station (Tower) - Wilson Avenue off NJ Hwy 35, Oakhurst, NJ./

h. Evans Area - Intersection of Marconi Road and Brighton Avenue, "

Neptune, NJ.

3. Fig A-i shows the relative locations of the above are as.

4. In addition to the above areas., sealed sources/ontaining not more than
220 ,curies may be used at Gateway National Park., NJ; Lakehurst Naval Air -
Station, NJ; Tobyhanna Army- Depot, Tobyhanna, Pa.; Fort Huachuca, Ariz.;/
Fort Hood, Texas; and the Nevada Test Site.

5. Twro target replenishing cartridges containing not more than 90 curies each
of hydrogen 3 and one tritiated accelerator target containing not more
than 20 caries to be used in the Kaman Nuclear Corp Model A-1001., Neutron
Generator at Gateway National Park,. NJ.

A-1
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SUPPLMT' B'

FIlM BADGES., DOSfl4ETERS AND BIO-ASSAY PROCEDURES USED



SUPPLEM(ENT B

FIIM BADGESj, DOSIM4ETERS AND BIO-ASSAY PROCEDURES USED

1. lexington-Bluegrass Army Depot Film Badge Service is used for personnel
monitoring on a monthly basis for radiation workers and on an as needed
basis for visitors.

2. Quartz fiber dosimeters are issued on an as needed basis to visitors of
radiation areas. Dosimeters of this type are worn by both visitors and
radiation workers in high rad~iation areas.

3.* Individuals working in high radiation areas may also use Atomic Acces-
sories Personal Radiation M~onitors (chirpee's) or other similar type
devices.

4s. Bio- Assay services are available through the Arny Surgeon General as
required.

5. ECOM radiation workers take their film badges with them when they will
be exposed to radiation at remote locations. If their stay extends
beyond a fi:Lm badge change date fresh film is sent to them and, they in
turn mail the excposed film back to Fort Monmouth.

B-1
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INDIVIDUJAL USERS



SUPPLEKENT C

IN~DIVIDUAL USERS

1.* The use of radioactive material covered by this license shall be
limited to:

a. The RD&E RPO, Alternate RPO., and Technical Staff of the R.D&E RPO.

b. Personnel to Perform Leak Tests.

e. Individuals approved by the ECOM Ionizing Radiation Control (mRC)
Ocimmittee . Criteria and procedur'es for approval are stated in
ECOM -Regulation '385-9 which is attached as Inol 1 to Suppi, J.

d. Individuals working under the direct supervision of an RD&E
employee approved by the IRC Committee to directly supervise the
individual.'s work with the radioactive material involved-.

Note: Direct supervision means that the supervisor is in a physical location
where he can see the individuals being supervised or he is in a nearby area
mhere he can hear a call or signal from the individuals and be able to reach
the location where the individuals are working within a few moments.

2. See Supplement F for:

a. List of individuals who serve as:

(1) EPO., Alternate RPO., and Technical Staff of RPO

.(2) Personnel to perfona leak tests.

b. Training and Experience of individuals who serve in the above
capacities.

c-1



SUPPLEMENT D

BYPRODUCT WAERIJJL AND CHEMICAL AND/OR -PHYSICAL FORM4
.AND 1{AMn4 I4 MBE OF MILLICURIES



SUPPLEM~ENT D

B!PODUCT MATERIAL ANDU C~IMfCAL AND/OR PHISICAL FORM AND MAXWJIM NUMBER OF
miLLICURIS

Continuation of Item~s 6(a) and 6(b),0 Form AEC-313-

6(a) Byproduct
Material

E. cobalt 6o

F. Hydrogen 3

G. Hydrogen 3

H. Hv, drogen 3

I. Polonitm 210

J. Polonium 210

K. Promethium 147

L. Strontium 90

6(b) Chemical and/or Physical Form and M~aximuim
Number of Millienwies

E. Sealed Sources,1 IO,,ý4.000C kflicii'ies total., no/
single source to exaeedt0,00C) odiii~icuries.
ORNL and commercial eoullfes * Commercial
sources double encapsulated. Capsules sealed
by welding.* First capsule sealed and leak
tested prior to second encapsulation.

F. Gas in ace -aleration targets (such as tritiated
titanium)' ~200,000 milfwieJiý,,ptal.* no single
target tolhave more thaný' 20,000 .bd~llicuries.

/

/
G. Gas, 300,000 millicuries total contained in three

or more Kaman Nuclear Model R Replenishing
Cartridges. (See Fig B6-2).

H. Gas., 75,P500 millicurias totalj, contained in
hermetically7 sealed glass capsules.* No single
source to exceed 1500 miliicuries. These capsules
are self poweread light sources such as Conrad
.Precision Industries., Inc. t1Betalight" type
R02/G/1300 (See Fig. D3-3) or US Radium Corp Model
LAB-706 Sealed Light Source (See Fig D-4).

1.* 10 millicuries in any foram.

J. Two sealed sources, 20.,000 millicuries total,.
no single source to' exceed 10,9000 millicuries.

K. Four sealed sources (self-powered light sources),
1200. mill icuries total. 14o single source to
exceed 300 millicuries * Minnesota Mining &
Manufacturing Co P.O.. No. DAABO7-69 1MF333-

L. 1600.4 millicuries total; contained in 40 sealed
snuces with a maximum of 40 miJI-icuries per source
and 10 sealed sources with a maxixmum of 0.04 millicuries
per source.* The sources are Minnesota Mining &
Manufacturing Co. type 3F1 G or ecjivalentj, as per
ECOM drawing sm-13-509057. Sources made for use in
ArmyV Radiac Calibrator AN/UDM~-2. Source details in
application Ifor ABC license BPL 29-01022-08 issued
to US Arqr ECOM.



6 (a) Byproduct
Material

6(b), Chemical and/or P1ysical Form and
Maximum Number of Millicu~ries

M. Strontium 90 N. Four' Sealed Sources of 25 millicuries each.
Sources fromn Army Radiac Calibrator TS-784-A.
Details shown in application for AEG license
BPL 29-01022-09 issuaed to US At*~ ECOM.

I
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. TYPE R
RECTANGULAR

TUBE

TYPE NO. Lo Ls LI-

.RO I/ G/250
*'R02/G/380
RP3/G/290
R04/G/'120
R05/ G/290
R06/G/4125
ROG/G/260
R l0/G/'425

15.0
±1.5
23.0
±1.5
29.0
±1.5
21.0
±1.5

11.5
±0.5
19.5
±0. 5
25.5
40.5
15.0
±0.5

8.0

16.0

22.0

12.5

Wo WI Ho Hi T P Pd STANDARD
'BR IGHTNESS

10.0 8.0 5.0 3.0 1.5 5.0 - 250
±0.5 ±0.1 ±0. 5 ±-0.1 - - - 380
.10.0 8.0 5.0 3.0 1.5 5.0 - 290
±0.5 ±0.1 ±0.5 ±-0.1 - - - '20
10.0 8.0 5.0 3.0 .1.5 5.0 - 290
±D.5 ±-0.1 ±-0.5 ±-0.1 - - - '25
15.0 13.0 '1.5 2.6 2.0 6.0 - 260
±0.5 ±0.1 ±0.5 ±0.1 - - - '25

MAX IMUM
BRIGHTNESS

750
1300
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA

* TUBE ORDERED TYPE R02113/1300
WITH FOLLOWING EXCEPTIONS:
(.2) TUBE IS PRESSURIZED.

TYPE SD DSPHERED.D

SAME AS TYPE R02/G/380 SHOWN ABOVE
(I) SEALED OFF ON S IDE I.NSTEAD OF AT END.

TYPE NO.

SO I/G/21 0

'S03/G/ 190

S06/G/700

Do D p Pd t Wd STANDARDDo Di P Pd t Wd BRIGHTNESS

8.0 6.0 5.0 '4.0 1.0 - 210
1) -AOr 4-A O

MAX IMUM
BR IGHTNESS

750

7.0
±0. 2

7.0
±0.2

- 5.0 4.0 1.0
±0.25

- 190

- 5.0 '1.0 1.0 3.5
±0.25 ±0.25

700 1300

S07/D/350 11.0
±0.2

SIO/G/I000 11.0
±0.2

- 6.0 5.0 1.0
±0.25

- 350

- 6.0 5.0 1.0 6.0
±0.25 ±0.25

1000

NA

NA

NAAl 2/G/900 12.0 10.0
±D.2 ±0.5

6.0 5.0 0.75 10.0
±0.25 ±6.5

900

FIG. D-3 FIG.D-3EXAMPLES- SELF POWERED LIGHT SOURCES 0-D-4



LEGEND
I. GLASS-METAL SOLDER SEAL
2. OUTER HOUSING- PLEXIGLAS

3. INNER HOUSING- C.R.S. (CAD. PLATED)
4. CERIUM GLASS WINDOW

5. CONTINUOUS EPOXY RESIN SEAL

6. ACTIVE GAS

7. ALUMINUM CUP
8. PHOSPHOR BED

:9. FILLING TUBE-CRIMP &SOLDER DIP

10. SILVER SOLDER- 1145-F

.11. HOUSING ALUMINUM-GOLD ANODIZE

12. LABEL DATA

13. BACK PLATE- ALUMINUM

14. CONTINUOUS EPOXY RESIN SEALS

LABEL DATA:
I. CAUTION RADIOACTIVE MATL
2. RADIATION SYMBOL

3. ISOTOPE SYMBOL 81 CONTENT
4. SEALI1NG DATE

SAFE OPERATING TEMP.
180 *F (MAX)

FIG. D-4 MODEL LAB-706 SEALED LIGHT SOURCE D- 5
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II. STORAG3E CONTAINERS FOR SEALED SOURCES.
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SUPPLEKENT E

A. PURPOSE FOR. WHICH BYPRODUCT MATERIAL WILL BE USED

1.* The following are examples of the main portion of the RD&E research,,
development and testing programs that utilize radioisotopes.

a. Radiation detection instrument research and development.

b. Radiation effects on electronic parts and components.

a. Radiation power sources.

d-O Self powered light sources.

e. Basic research.

2. A large group is concerned with the design and development of radiation-
detection instruments.. both rate meters and integrating dosimeters. These
instruments range from the ones that measure background to those that
measure intensities such as th~ose found in the fireball of an atomic explos-
ion. The instruments may be sensitive to garmma, beta, alpha, thermal or fast
neutrons,, or combinations of these. It is this program that requires most
of the high intensity sealed sources and accelerators. New detectors are
also frequently irradiated at reactor facilities. This results in, radio-
activity in the instruments. These instruments mu~st be brought back to RDE
for evaluation and further testing, and since it would be impossible to
predict the exact isotopes that result, a broad license is necessary.

3. The, groups devoted to research and development of electronic parts and
components devote considerable effort irradiating parts andacomponents with
variou's sources of nuclear radiation., both in the laboratory and at other
installations. They determine the effects of nuclear radiation on new parts
and develop radiation resistant parts. As mentioned above,. the nature of
induced activity is not known and time spent to determine it would make
experiments useless. A broad license is therefore required.

4i. The use of isotopes in basic research is two-fold. Small amounts of
radioactive material are needed in experiments requiring high energy ions
such as alpha particles and fission fragmients while other isotopes are
used in experiments involving nuclear decay schemes.

5- Some byproduct material may be used in training progr ams for radiation
workers., and emergency and security personnel that may encounter radiological
hazards in the performance of their duties.

E-1



B. STORAG3E CONTAINERS FOR SEALED SOURCES.

1 . A variety of smallI lead containers are available for storing and moving
small sources.

2. The following are some of the special containers that are used for large
sources.

a. The Radiac Calibrator Set AN/Utff-1 is designed for 10 curies of
Cobalt 600 It is manually operated. When in use the radiation from it is
collimated in one direction. . The set was designed for the Department of the
Navy., Bureau of Ships, and calibrated by NBS. Operating procedure is described
in the NBS manual accompanying the set.

b. The Radiac Calibrator Set AN/UJDM-1,A was designed for 125 curie s of
Cesium 137. It is manuially operated. When in use the radiation from it is
collimated in one direction. It was designed for the Navy and calibrated by
NBS. The technical manual that comes with the set and describes the system
and gives operating instructions is Navships 93204h.

c.* The Radiac Calibrator Set AN/UI14-2 is designed for a total of up to
160 .O4 millicuries of Strontium 90. There are two calibrators in each set.
One for ratematers-and one for pocket dosimeters. The one for ratemeters
is designed for one source of up to 40 millicuries., while the' one for dos-
imeters will house three 4O millicuries sources ando o ne 0 .04 millicurie soi~ce.
This calibrator set was designed by RD&E for use throughout the Army. Detailed
information is given in the application for AEC BPL 29-01022-08.

d. Radionics Inc. source container P60-30-2 is designed for 30 curies
of Cobalt 60.

e. Radiation Backscattering Devices. This device was made by ORNL.
It contains a Cesium 137 sealed source (See Fig Dl-1). The portion of the
device that holds the source and collimates the beam (See Figs E-1 and E-2)
is made of tungsten alloy. A lead cap is used to cover the end of the
collimating slot when the device is not in use. The lead cap is held in
place by machine screws. Mr'. Frank flyer and Mr. L Bates of the ORNL Ana-
lytical Chemistry Division made an initial survey of the device. The
highest radiation level at one foot from the center of the source was
reported to be 30 mR/hr.

f. Storage containers, and devices in which sources will be stored and
used are designed to meet ABC and DOT thermal and/or heating tests for ship-
ping containers shall be used for sources made or obtained after the date
of this application. The radiation intensity 6 inches from any ext~erior
surface of a new storage container will nbt exceed 50 mR/hr, or 10 mR/br
at one meter from any exterior surface.

E-2
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SUPPLEM~ENT F

TRAINING AND) EXPERIENCE

1.* Rl&.E RPO, Alternate RPO and Technical Staff of RPO:

a. Mr. Stanley B. Potter., RPO for RD&E

b. Mr-. Charles F. PuLLen., AlIternat e RPO for Rfl&E/

c. Mr. Bartholomew F. Sa'vignac., Health Physics Technician 7/
2. Personnel to perform leak tests:

a. Mr. Joseph Crotchfelt

b. Mr. Richard Rast

c. Personnel listed in para 1 above.

3. Training and experience of the above personnel are described on the

follmwing pages.

72/
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Resume of Training and Experience ,i(2Q
of Stanley B. Potter

1.* Educational background: ~

Colorado State University
Chemical Corps School
Naval Postgraduate School-

Nuclear Weapons School

14 yrs
2 wks
2 yrs

BS., Physics
15'04 Compi Radiation Safety Course
1969 Compi Nuclear (Effects)

Engineering Curriculum
1969 CompJ. SONAC, NET OPS, NETO

courses
8 wks.

2. Vocational experience with radiation:

1961-19614

1964-1 967

1969-1972

1972

1972-19714

1 9714-Pres

At Nuclear Defense Lab~oratory., Edgewood Arsenal, Md
as research physicist*

With US Army in Germany., as Radiation Protection Officer
for the 32d Army Air Defense Command.

With Defense Nuclear Agency in Albuquerque., NMj, as Chief.,
Radiation Safety Support Division., Nuclear Weapons School.

With Pan American Airw-ays, Environmental Health contractor
for NASA and the Air Force at Cape Kennedy., Florida, as
Chief, Health Physics Division.

With US Armyr Electronics Coand, Fort Monmouth, NJ as Chief,
Health Physics Division of the Safety Office.

US Army Electronics Command, Fort lMonmouth, NJ, as Chief
RDLE Radiological Safety Office.

3 * Formal training in radiation:

a. Principles and practices of radiation protection.

Where Trained Duration of Training

Colorado State University
Chemical Corps School
Naval Postgraduate School
Nuclear Weapons School

214 weeks
2 weeks
2 years
8 weeks
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b. Radioactivity measurement, standardization, and monitoring techniques
and instruments.

'Where Trained Duration of Training,

Colorado State University
Chemical Corps School
Naval Postgr Iaduate School
Nuclear Weapons School

12 weeks
2 weeks

36 weeks
8 weeks

c. * athmatics and calculations basic
radioactivity.

Where Trained

to the use and measurement of

Duration of Training

Colorado State University
Chemical Corps School
Naval. Postgraduate School
Nuclear Weapons School

24 weeks
2 weeks
2 years
8 weeks

Id. Biological effects of' radiation.

Where Trained Duration of Training

Chemical Corps School..
Naval Postgraduate School
Nuclear Weapons School

.2 weeks
36 weeks
2 weeks

4. On.-The-Job Training in radiation.

a. Principles and practices of radiation protection.

Where Trained Duration of Training

Nuclear Defense Laboratory
Ge:rmany
Albuquerque, 101
Cape Kennedy., Fla
Fort Monmouth., NJ

3 yrs-
3 yrs -

3 yrs-
1imo-

1961 -1964
1 964-1 967
1,969-1 972
1972
1972-Present

b,, Radioactivity measurement, standardizationj, and monitoring techniques
and instruments.

Where Trained Duration of Training

Nuclear Defense Laboratory
Germany
Albuquerque,, N 14
Cape Kennedy., Fla
Fort Monmouth., NJ

3 yrs
.3 yrs

3 yrs
1imo

- 1961-1964
- 1964-1967
- 1969-1972
- 1972

1972-Present
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c. Mathmatics and cal~culations basic to the use and mueasurement of
radioactivity.

Where Trained Duration of Training

Nuclear Defense Laboratory
Germany
Albuquerque., New Mexico
Cape Kennedy,9 Florida
Fort Monmouth., New Jersey

3 yrs
3 yrs
3 yrs
1imo

-1961-1964

-. 1964-1 967
-1969-1972

- 1972
1 972-Present

5- Experience with radioisotopes.

Isotope Maxi~mum Activity Place of Experience
Duration of
Experience

Ra 2 26

PU238

~239

Thi232

Th229
Tritium

1131

PO-Be
PU-Be
iri 9 2

U2 38

Sr9 0

seY 90

Less than 10 curies

millicuries
curies
curies
hundreds of curies
curies
kilocuries
curies

hundreds of cu~ries
Kilocuries

curie s
millicu~ries

curies
miflicuries
curies
hundreds of curies

millicuries

Colorado State University
Naval Postgraduate School
Fort Monmouth., NJ
Colorado State University
Chemical Corps School
Naval Postgraduate School
Edgewood., Maryland
Albuquerque., NM
Fort M~onmouth., NJ
Albuquerque., N M
Fort Monmouth., NJ
Cape Kennedy., Fla
Albuquerque., NM
Cape Kennedy,, Fla
Fort Monmouth., NJ
Albuquerque, NM
Albuquerque, NM4
Fort Monmouth., NJ
Albuquerque., NM
Fort Monmouth, NJ,
Edgewood,9 Maryland
Edgewood., Maryland
Albuquerque, NM
Fort Monmouth,9 NJ
Edgewood, Nd
Naval Postgraduate School
Edgewood., Maryland
Edgewood, Maryland
Cape Kennedy., Fla
Cape Kennedy,9 Fla
Albuquerque., NM
Fort Monmouth,, NJ
Germany
Albuquerque., NM
Colorado State University
Fort Monmouth, NJ

mo
Mo
yrs
mo
mo
mo
yrs
yrs
yrs
yrs
yrs
mo
Yr s
mo
yrs
yrs
yrs
yrs
yra
yrs
yrs
yr s
yrs
yr's
yr
yr
yr's
yr's
mo
mo
.yrs
yrs
yrs
yr's
mo
yrs

Curie s
Curies
hundreds
hundreds
curies

of curies
of curies

millicuries



6. Experience with devices equivalent to that of actual use of radioisotopes.

Device Place of Experience .fuiration

Cocicroft Walton Accelerator
Betatron
Van de Graaff Accelerator
d., T neutron generator
various X-ray producing devices

Edgewood, Maryland
Edgewood., Maryland
Naval Postgraduate School
Fort Monmouth, NJ
Fort Monmouth-, NJ

2 yrs
1lyr
1lyr
3 yrs
3 yrs
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TRAINING.& EXPERIENCE WITH RADIATION &RADIOACTIVE PLATERIAL
OF

Charles F. Pullen2

TITLE: Research Physicist

POSITION: Supervisor, Radiation Facilities and Secretary of
the Ionizing Radiation Committee

EDUCATION1: BS Physics, Monmouth College,\ý

Courses in Basic Radiological Health and Occupational Radiation
Protection gjiven by US Dept of Health, Educiation & Welfare.

EXPERIENCE: Worked on design, fabrication and encapsulation
of isotopes for calibration systems to the 200 curie level.
He participated'in the research, design and development of radiation
detection instruments AN/PRD39 ionization,- chamber survey meter-,
1rn7l/pd., IM70 and I1ml08 radiacmeter.. Designed and fabricated
an airplane landing device involving the use of a rotating source
producing a vertical columated beam. Actively participated
.in weapon tests at Nevada Test Site. 'Operations: Upshot Knothole,
Buster Jangle, Plumbob, Smaliboy. Radiation measurements, monitoring,
and recovery of test equipment from fallout areas. Hie has had
experience in monitoring calibration of radiation detection
instruments, wipeý tests, and surveying. Since 1967 has acted
as health physicist for R&D Laboratories at Fort Mionmnouth;
in charge, of radiation facilities and personnel monitoring in.
USAECOII since 1968.
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ACTUAL USE OF RADIOISOTOPES:

Isotopes Max A~nt Place
137

C5  220 Ci ECOM

Co 60  3500 Ci

.i90 1Ci I

H- 90OCi

Po Z10 1.0 Ci

Am241 100 uc

RA~ZZ6 1.0.3 mc I

RaB 2O-mc

Pu 2 39  2 uc

Pm 147 300 nc I

Kr 85 50rnc i

Duration

1960-Pres

1960-Pres

1955

1965

1968

1965

1965"

1960 "

1963

1965

1965

Type of User

research

.detectors

.replen is her

research

Calibration

research

if

it

1411.
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TRAINING & EXPERIENCE WITH RADIATION & RADIOACTIVE MATERIAL
OF

BARTHOLOMEW F. SAk7IGNAC ''/

PO SITION: Radiological Protection Surveyor

TITLE: Health Physics Technician
RD&E Radiological Protection Office

EDUCATION:

a. St. John's Preparatory School, DAnvers, Mass,,
graduated - Massachusetts College of Ph'armiacy, 1 year, 'Y
1932-33; L~itge s University.College and University of Idaho,
courses in General Chemistry, General Physics, College
Algebra.

b .. 1,971 - Formal training in Health Physics at- Oak
Ridge Associated Universities. Completed 10 weeks course,
certificate, ;April 1971.

c.. Some Introduction to the use of conesfor radio-
active sources at Rutgers University College, 1950. Also, part
of a course in Health Physics at the State University of
New York at Buffalo, 1970.

*EXPERIENCE:

1946 to 19-53 US Army Engineers, Manhattan Project as
Health and SAfety Inspector at US Government Sampling Plant,
I4idldlesex, NJ. , included training in Radiation Control at
University of Rochester, New York and at Clinton Laboratories,
Oak Ridge, Tennessee; Correspondence with Massachusetts
Institute of Technology regarding radium residues and sources,.
also initiated some personnel dosimetry records and procured
instruments until the Atomic Energy Comm~ission, New York

*Operations Office Laboratories was established. Served as
radiation protection officer of the National Bureau of
Standards, New, Brunswick, NJ Laboratory upon request on
several occasions.
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1953 to 1967. National Reactor Testing Station. Shift Health
Physicist at the Chemical Processing Plant, and the Materials
Testing Reactors. Later, Health Physicist for the SPERT
Reactors, and for several othier reactors in moth balls,
i.e., Gas Cooled Reactor, 141L-1, SL-l, AM4P, on loan at
Experimental Breeder Reactors. On the job training.

Later, 1960, US National Reactor Testing Station Central
Facilities, Health Physics Foreman, for a Chemical Engineer-
ing Laboratory, metallurgy laboratory, multicurie hot cells,
burial grounds, warehouses, radioactive material shipping
areas, a radioactive laundry, liquid wastes disposal plants,
and other radioactive areas such as large burial grounds.

1969-71 *As "Senior Radiophysicist" for the Industrial Hygiene
Division,, Radiological Health Unit, New York State Dept of
Labor. Inspected licensed industrial Installations for com-
pliance throughout the state including fuel processing areas,
reactors, firms us-ing sources and devices.

1972 to present. As ECOM Health Physics Technician,
received verbal 1and written instructions in Army Administra-

*tion Procedures, Army Radiation Control Procedures, terminology;
assisted by -collecting data for AEC licenses,'-Depf- of the Army
Authoi-izations, and ECOM1 reports. Some surveys of devices

*and sources. Assisting in the preparation of applications for
Dept-of the Army Radioactive Material Authorization or Permit
and AEC License.
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ACTUAL USE OF RADIOISOTOPES-:

Isotopes Max Amnt ..Where Experience. Gained Duration Type of Use

Radium .4-10 microcuries

Radium. (300 milligrams
& per ton)

daughters 100 tons

National Bureau of-.I
Standards, 11ew Brunswick,Nqj

US Government Sampling
Plant, Middlesex, NJ

2 yrs 4-10 uCi calibration
sources.

i
'4' 

1

7 yrs .-Residues from high
grade uranium ore
.process. Also
some 0.1 mCi sources

7 yrs High grade ore (60%
uranium for process
after sampling for
assays.

N!atural
Uranium,

10 Curies
or more

US Government Sampling
Plant, Middlesex ,NJ

Natural
Thorium

1 Curie is I I 'II 7 yrs

Plutonium

. I

Mixed
Fission
Products

Z35U Z33U

C-s

10OCuries or
more

106 Curies

Critica 'lity
Amounts

Idaho National Reactor
Testing Station

Idaho National Reactor
Testing Station, Idaho
Chemical Processing Plant
and, Reactor

National Reactor Testing
Sta-Processing Plant
and Reactors

5yrs 1. Contaminated
waste burial

2. Reactor fuel.

16 yrs Fission products
stored in tanks or
calcined for storage-
wastes: material test-
ing reactors. Spent
fuel assemblies.

10 yrs Waste burials,
expended reactor
cores

-I.'
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MJ

0
C%

1311 10 Curies National Reactor Testing
station - Chemical Process-
ing plants & Reactors

2 yrs Iodine release dur-
ing nuclear reactor
fission breaks.
Medical purposes.ý

85r 10 Curies if 1 yr Samples from reactor
experiments for
analysis.

A 4 B a

AO 40

Unknown

Millicurie
amnoun ts

10 Curies

National Reactor Testing
Station - Chemical Pro-'
cessing Plants.& Reactors

National Reactor Testing
Station, also 11Y State
watch dials manufacturers

2 yr Classified-19 55

6 'yrs Radioactive waste
inspected, use in
plastic seals and in
watch dials.

2 yrs Use for instruments
calibration and
industrial radiography

60 Co0

57 C;o

.01 to 100 Curies National Reactor Testing
Station and 'NTY State
Industrial Hygiene

15 mCi ECOM, ET&DL 1 mo Radiation Surveys

Ra D+E 10 - uCi Idaho Reactor
Testing Station

16 yrs Counter calibratidn
sources.

Nearly all uCi to Ci
Stypes of licensee
sources

Through most Industrial
Areas, NY State

1 3/4 yrs Variable; Lists too
long for this report
(from reactors,
accelerators produced)
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TRAINING AND EXPERIENCE WITH RADIATION & RADIOACTIVE MATERIAL
OF

Joseph H1. Crotchfel/

TITLE: Engineering Tech

POSITION: Radiation Tech

EDUCATIO14: Courses in Basic Radiological Health and occupa-
tional Radiation ProtectLion give'n by US Dept of Health,
Education & Welfare. On the job training at the Pacific
Proving Ground and the Nevada Test Site.

EXPERIENCE: Mr. Crotchfelt has been working in the field of
radiation measurement, hand~ling. and de~qontamin-ation since 195-6.,
He originally received instruction on the principles and
practices of radiation protection, radioactivity measurement
and monitoring techniques and instruments, calculations-basic
to the use and measurement of radiation at the Pacific
Proving Ground in 1956. Since then he has had additional
instruction and experience on-the-job in these laboratories
in radiation measurement, instrument calibration, wipe tests,
and decontamination. His experience in PPG &NTS include
recovery, radiation measurement, decontamination and
instrument calibration. Hie was responsible for the fabrica-
tion and mechanical design changes of the Biosel IN/ill, a
radiac meter designed to plug into Aircraft or be
self-contained with batteries. Designed source holders and
loaded same, Maintains, operates and assists in experiments
on two (2) million volt Van. de Graaff particle accelerator
that has a dua-l capability of electrons or positive ions.
Maintains, operates and takes part in experiments on the
3500 Ci Cobalt 60 Facility. Maintains, operates and conducts
experiments on the Kaman Model A-1601l Neutron Generator. Is
responsible for the quarterly calibration of all Radiac
instruments in ET&DL.
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ACTUAL USE OF RADIOISOTOPES:

ISOTOPES

Cs 137

Co 60.

Si 90

H3

Po 210

Am.- 241

Ra 226

RaBe

Pu 239

Pm 147

Kr 85

MAX AMT

220 Ci

3500 Ci

1lCie

90 Ci

10 Ci

100 uCi

10.3 mCi

20 mCi

2 uCi

300 mCi

50 mCi

i TYPE OF USE

research

research

detectors

replenisher

research

research

research

calibration

*research

research

research

73 MDE 06F,.
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TRAINING & EXPERIENCE WITH RADIATION & RADIOACTIVE MATERIAL

OF

Mr. Richard Rast j~

EDUCATION:. BS Degree in Chemistry, Seton Ball University,

EXPERIENCE: Biological anid Clinical Chemistry, Serology
a.nd Hematology (2. yrs) , Monmouth M4ed~ical Center'and Patterson
Army Hospital, Ft Moruiouth, NJ, 1.950-52..

Health Physics, Rdsearch & Development and Calibration of.
radiation sensitive systemis; design, fabrication and encapsulation.
of isotopes for calibration systems up to 200,curies level,
1952-62.

During past 13 years in the Radiiac R&D Group he has applied
his knowledge of physics, hecalth physics, mathematics, and
electronics to the soluti on of engineering pr'oblems and equ~pmont
.design r ' elting to th~e ra~diac development programn. 'Specifically,
'he has worked on field calibration devices, design of new
portable radiac eauipnment, a Remote Large Area Radiac Training
Set and a-Recording Radiation 14onitor and Automatic* Radiation
Alarm System,~ 1962-75,

Activel~y participated in Nuclear Ileapons tests at Nevada Test
Si ,te (NTS); operations "Upshot Knothole,"i "Teapot," and "Somall
B~oy.'" Also opera~tions ".Castle," "Redwing,"' and "Hardtack"
at Pacific Proving Ground, Eniwetok, M.I.

73 RD&E 06
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fll ACTUAL USE 0F IZADIOISOTOPES:

c'Isotope

Co60

Co60

Co60

Cs137

Cs137

Quantity

200 curies

200 curies

Place

Nevada

DuratLion Type of Use

6 nos total Equipment Cal~i-
bration-Ri-rancje-

8 rpos total -DosimetryEn ixwetok

UDM-l(l-9 curies) Evans 18 yrs(on,
an as needed
basis

UDM-1A(120 curies) Evans 1 6 yrs(on
an as needed
basis

Calibration-
Dosimretry R&D

Calibration-
Dosimetry R&D

Calibratior
Development

Nrc 794(220 curies)Evans

Sr9o 0 Up to 2 curies

3500 curies

Evans

Evans

3 yrs

12 yrs

5 yrs

Calibratior
Development

C 060 Equipnent
Calibration-Hi-range
Dosimetry R&D
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SUPPLEMENT G

RADIATION DETECTION INSTRUMENTS

1 *The radi~ation detecting and measuring instruments -listed in this
supplement are the instrum'ents presently on hand. Instruments MWy be
added or deleted from this inventory during the normal course of use
and procurem~ent, but the general overall capabilities of radiation
detectiim and' measurement will be maintained. Table G-1 lists the
portable radiation deteiction instruments.

2. In addition. to the instruments listed in the table., the following
laboratory instruments are available.

a. Scalers f or use with shielded GM tubes., gas flow and scintillating
detectors.

b.. Single ehannel. pulse height analyzers.

c. Victoreen R meters with reader.

d. 2048 channel pulse height analyzer.

e. Baird Atomic Spectrometer Model 530.

f. "Long Counter" for neutrons.
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TABLE &J. PORTABLE RADIATION
NUMBER

TYPE INSTRUMNT AVAILABLE.
"fendix 611 3

Bendix 862 3

Victoreen 54t1A 4

Landsverk fl49EPD 3

JAN IMlh47 5

Bendix 884 4
Tissue equivalent

Bendix 609

Nucleus1
Tissue Equivalent

DETECTION IN STRUMENTS
RADIATION SENSITIVITY
DETECTED RANGE
Gatmma .52000 m

Gamma 200 mg

Gamma 200 mR

Gamma 200 mR

Gamma 50,000 MR

Gamma. 200 mR
neutron (fast)

neutron (thr)120 mrem.

Gamma 200,mR
neutron(fast)

WINDOW THICKNESS .. , In . I . I USE
Dosimeter

Dosimeter

Dosimeter

Dosimeter

Dosimeter

Dosimeter

Dosimeter

Dosimeter

Victoreen 44ORF.

Victoreen 1440

Victoreen 740

Radiac Set
AN/PDR 27

Radiac Set ANIPDR-.39

Nuclear-Chicago
261 0-A-P.1S

Nuclear-Chicago.
261 2-P.16

2

1

3

2

2

2

Gamma

B-Gamma,
x

Alpha
B-Gamma

B-Gamma

300 itR/hr

300 mR/hr

2500 MHAW

500 mRt/hr
(4 scales)

5s0,00 mRobr

20 mIR/hr

2 0 mR/hr

1 mg/cm 2 xrjolar &
0.005 magnesium

1 mg= nya &
0.005 magnesium

0.005 mvlar

GM tubes JAN 5980 &
JAN 5979 Mil-E-1

thick wall Ion ch

thin wall GM tube D50

1 .4 mg,'cm2

survey
Measuring

Survey
measuring

Survey
measuring

survey
Measuring

survey
Measuring

survey
Measuring

Survey
Measuring

Gamma

C)
I

B-Gamma

B-Gamma
Alpha



Radiac Set
A/DR~-Ia46

Baird-Atomic 4.26E

Nuclear-Chicago 2612

Ebernj.ne PIC-6

AN/PDR-52

Eberline PEM 5-3
w/ HP 260 probe

E~berline E-SOOB

Obirpee 90l517

Chfrpee PRN 253

Eberline PAC iSA

Nuclear Chicago 2671

Tracerlab NP-i
Snoopy

Eberline PNC-1

Eberline PRNS-4L

B-Gamma,

B-Gamma
Alpha

B-Gamma

Gamma

B-Gamma.
Alpha

B-Gamma
Alpha

B-Gamma

Gamma

Gamma

Alpha

neutron

neutron

neutron

neutron

20 mR/hr

121gmR/*ir

20 mR/hr

1000 mR/hr

1000 mR/hr

500sQQ01*CF14

2000 mR/hr

1 Chirp/. 1 MR

1 01hirp/. 1 MR

1,000,000 CFN

25.,000 n/cm2 /sec

2000 m~rem/br

50,000 events/min

5000 mrem/hr

Beta window GM tube

End window GM tube

Thin wall GM tube

Thin niylaz'

2 mg/cm 2

thin wall. GM

GM tube

GM tube

1-5 mg/cm2-

removable moderator

survey
Measuring

Survey"
Measuring

Survey
Measuring

survey
Measuring

Survey
Measuring

survey
Measuring

survey

warning
dosimeter

warning
dosimeter

survey
Measuring

Survey
Measuring

Survey
Measuring

Survey
Measuring

Survey
Measuring



A1N/PDR-56

Atomic Accessories
TSM-91 -C

Mighty Mite
MS-34&3

2

1

2

Alpha

tritilum,

air
szopler

100,9000 CPI4

30.,000 micro~i

1 .5: mg=

0

Survey
Measuring

Alarm & Air
monitor

Air sampl~ing

':2
I
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SUPPLEMENT H

IN$TR1ThaET CALIBRATION'

1.* Instruments that respond to gamma radiation are calibrated in a standard
gamma, flux obtained from an AN/ULIM-1 (Co-60) or an AN/UJJM-1 .A (Cs-137) cali-
brator. The calibrators were calibrated with Victoreen R-meters. The R.-
meters were in turn calibrated by the NBS and certified to 3%. The source
intensities are corrected, each month for decay.

2.* The Nuclear Chicago Model 2670 Alpha Survey Meter was calibrated originally
at the factory with. a Ra-D+E standard. A secondary standard Uranium-Oxide
is incorporated in the ins trument, and may be, used to calibrate it to 5%.

3. An Azrm Radiac Calibrator, AN/R1tZ-6., containing four standard plutcmi'um
239 sources is used for calibrating alpha in .struments.

4&. Counting systems for determining the amount of radioactive material in
samp~les are calibrated with sources accurate to 7% or less. These are obtained
from various cammercial firms., such as US Nuclear Corp., fracerlab Imes Atomuic
Accessories, Baird Atomnics etc.

5. An NBS calibrated 2.92 m~i Ra-226-De neutron source (±3%) is used to
calibrate neutron instruments.

6. Calibrations are made after maintenance procedures that may result in a
calibration change and at th~ree month intervals.

7.* When RJDCE personnel take instruments to remote locations such as the
Nevada Test Site or Fort Huachuca, Ariz, the instruments are calibrated
prior to departure. If the instruments are to be gone for an extended
period of time., arrangements are made to have them calibrated at the remote
location, or the instruments are sent to a calibration facility., or approp-
riate sources or calibrators are taken to the remote location and the
instruments calibrated on location.

8. The Atomic Accessories Model T51M-91-D Tritium Monitor is calibrated with
a special source, Atomic Accessories Model TCS-1 79B., supplied with the monitor.
The calibr~.tion procedure that came with the equipmient is used.
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SUPPLEIMEN'T I

FACILITIES AND EQUIPMENT

1. The following facilities are described.

a. Evans area:

(1) Building 401

(a) Irradiation Room

(b) Van de Graaff

(e) Neutron Generator

(2) Building T-383 -Radioactive material storage vault

(3) Building S-45 Decontamination and Processing rooms.

(4) Area G, Evans Area

b. Oakhurst Station

e. Accelerator at Gateway Nati~onal1 Park.

d. other remote locati'ons.

2. Most of RD&E's work involving byproduct material is in the Evans Area.
However, small. qu~antities are routinely used in the Charles Wood*Area. Work
in~iolving byproduct material occasionally takes place at other subposts of
the Fort.Xoznmouth complex. The main areas are described in this supplement.
In addition., work involving tritium is rouitinel.y perfonned at Gateway N P
on occasions RD&E personnel use some of its sealed sources at remote locations.
A description of the Gateway N P facility is included with some ixnfornation
regarding the other remote locations used. Gateway N P- and the Lakehurst
Naval Air Station are less than thirty miles from Fort Monmouth.

3. Evans Area. The Evans Area is the southern most subpost of the Fort
Monmouth complex (See Fig A-i). The area covers approxtimately 230 acres.
About half of the area is surrounded by a twelve foot high security fence.
The unfenced area has a very low population density., even during working

hours.* Most of the work involving byproduct-material at the Evans Area
takes plc i'8idng~ 1, S-45 and T-383 These buildings and Area G
are within the security Area.

4..Evans Area - Building lt011. With the exception of the heater room$
vestibule and two offices,9 the inside of the building is a restricted area.
The building has three levels (See Fig I-1).
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a. Irradiation room. The irradi .ation room (See Fig 1-2) has thick concrete
walls. The, wall. between the irradiation room and the "Work areas" contains
three multila'yered, round., high density glass windows. A 3 ft wooden picket
fence divides, the room into areas ref erred to as the. High Radiati on Area and the
Radiation. Area.. Near the fence. on the High Radiation Area side are two Radiac
Calibrator Sets, AN/UIZI-1 and AN/Ufl4-i A. One is located' on each. side of the
room. A large portion of, the center part. of the fence can be removed so that
large. equipment may be, moved in. or, out. The gates and the calibrators are
equipped with switches that are so arranged and wired that an audio alanu willI
automatically sound if a gate is opened when. either of the calibrators are in
use. In additionP, a light near a calibrator and one at the door to the room
goes on. wh en a calibrator i s put into' operation.

The drcinof the beam from the calibrators., when they are in use.,
is away from the fence. Normially only one*-calibrator is in use at a time;
however., .when both are on the highest setting., air dose rate on the Radiation
Area side of the fence is only 30 mR/hr. 'The air. dose rate at the open door
is 2 ml/hr.- With door (covered with 1/8 inch of' lead)" closed the air dose
rate is 0.5 mR/hr outside the door.

A proposal has been made to add a third calibrator, another AN/Ufl?-1 A
at the' location shown in Fig 1-2.* While these calibrators were designed to'
calibrate Army~ and Navy radiac instruments, these particular ones are used more
as sources of radiation for research., development and testing purposes. Consida-
erable: time is. required to "set up" apparatus. The study or use of the, "set up"
may. only utilize radiation for a short period of time, daily for a number of
days4 The addition of a second A2&/TJLM-1A will permit productive use of the
shielded room a higher percentage of the time.

b. Van de Graaff Accelerator. A 2 14eV Van de Graaff accelerator made by
.High Voltage Engineering, is located on the second floor (See Fig I-i S. The
accelerator target is located on the ground floor. Both areas have shielding
walls. Entry into the target room is through a maze with a lead covered door
at its entrance. Entrance to the second floor room where the accelerator-is
located and to the basement area below the target room is through the maze and
target room. Two mirrors are located in the maze, such that a person standing
just .outside the, open maze, door has a fairly good view of the target room.
The door to the maze is equipped with a safety interlock that normall3y makes it
impossible to operate the accelerator with the. door open. WThen it is necessary
to make target room observations from just outside the entrance to the maze.,
the interlock may be bypassed when an individuýal,, approved by the Committee for
this operation,, is at the maze door and the RPO has been informed in advance
and has approved of the, operation. The control console is on the face of the
maze,

The Van do Graaff may be used to accelerate either positive ions or
electrons at energies up to two 14eV. The electrons are used to produce X-rays.
Accelerated protons or deuterons are used to produce neutrons, radioactive
material, or used to study nuclear reactions.
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a. Neutron generator. The console for an Atomic Accessories Neutron
Generator, Model GN 3112 is located in the main work area. This generator
uses a Phillipsf Neutron Generator Tube 18600. The generator tube is located
in .the tunnel of the basement (see Fib I-1)# Interlocks are located at the
pit entrance to the basement, ýat the Van de Graaff maze entrance and at the
X-ray Shield entrance. The neutron generator cannot be operated unless these
doors are closed. The Phillips Tube 186006 contains a 9.5 curie tritiated
target that is in a hermetically sealed vacuum tube.

The fast neutroni intensity., when the neutron generator is operating
at maximum output., is less than two mil-irem per hour at the console. A
portable' neutron survey instrument does not indicate. a reading above back-
ground in the unrestricted areas around building 401l.

'When all facilities. are in use the radiation intensity in the work
and office areas of the' building is approxfimately 0.05 mR/br from gaarina and
X-rays while the levels of other types of radiation is too low to detect with
portable* ratemeters.

5. Evans, area - Baildinl T-383 Radioactive Material Storige Vault.
Fi'g 1-3. shows the radioacrave mtterials storage vault. One portion of the
building is used to s tore radioactive waste for decay, or until a waste disposal-
shipment is made. The remainder of the building is used to store radioactive
material I The building is equipped with an exhaust fan that exhausts a volume
of air approximately 2½g times the volume of the, building every minute. The.
fan comes on whenever the door is opened. The building is locked when not in
use and access to the~key is controlled. The building is not used for any
purpose other than the storage of radioactive. material.

6. Evans area -i.yBu~ilding S4~5 Decontamination, and. radioisotope processing rooms.
Fig 1-4 shows the dcnaition room and the processing room that are in bldg
S45S. A. Scott Air Pack, for emergency use., is located on the same floor of this
building.,

a. Room 15B Decontamination room. This room is equipped with a shower,,
a hand sink and a floor drain.* The three drains are connected to a 550 gallon
IthotI? waste storage tank that is buried NNEE of the radioisotope processing
room (See Fig 1-4). The room is equipped with a toilet.

b. Roan 150- Radioisotope processing room. This room is equipped with
remote nndling tools,, a ventilated. hood and a glove box., and a stainless steel
sink that drains into the "hot" waste storage tank. The hood and the golve box
are both equipped with air filters. Air ducts from the filters lead to a tall
stack. The drain from the hood cup sink is also connected to the "hot" waste
storage tank. A second 550 gallon "hot" storage tank is also located NNE of
the radioisotope processing r .oom. .Liquid in the first tank that the various
drains are connected to can be pumped into the second tank. T~ap water can be
added to the second tank for dilution purposes. The tap water line is not
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directly connected to the tank so water from. the tank cannot siphon into the
tap water line. Liquid from this second h ot" stora.ge tank can be pumped into
the sanitary sewer. The two "hot" liquid waste pumps are located under a
removable steel plate. in the floor of the room. Lead brick are avai:lable
for constructing temporary work and storage shields..

7. Evans Area G. Area G at Evans is, located in a portion of the Evans
security area that has a low work population density.. Within Area G a
special Irradiation Range has been established (See Fig 1'5). The range is
used for experiments which require a minimum, of sca~ttering. Each use of
radioactive material in -this area must be in accordance with ECOM Regulation
385-9, which is attached as incl. osure 1 to Supplement J.

8.% Oakchurst Station.i Fig 1-6 shows thei: 'Oakhurst Station., The station is
equipped with a 1400 rbot tower that has an elevator.* This'unique facility
makes it possible to safely examine collimated beams at considerable distances
from sources on the grounmd.

9. Accelerator at Gateway National Park.

a. An ECON RL&E accelerator, manufactured by the Kaman Nuclear Corp
(Neutron Generator ?Iadel Al1001) is located in building 539 at Gateway Park.,
Fig I-7 shows building 539 and its relation to thei.Atlantic Ocean and to. other
buildings. The insert map included in Fig 1-7 shows the building location in
relation to the ocean, bays., and the mainland. Gateway Park is located. on.
Sandy IHook. Building 528 is the nearest building that is occupied. Facilities
numbers 180., 530., and 541 are not occupied. The population density of the area
near the, facilIity is law.

b. Ther6 is a six foot fence around that portion of the building w~here a
radiation area exists during operation, and caution signs have been posted on
each side of the fence.

c. Fig I-8 shows the electrical circuits for heat,$ lights., safety inter-
lock and warning lights. When the generator switch is first placed in the "on"
position a warning bell1 rings for ten seconds before the, accelerating voltage
can be "run u~p". When the generator is "on" red warning lights are turned on
in the locations indicated in Fig 1-8. The gate to the maze is interlocked so
that the generator is shut off if~the gate is opened.

d. Fig 1-9 shows the locations of the shielding walls.* The shaded portion
was added to the original, building in order to increase the shielding. Between
the control room and the generator room there is a total of 614 inches of
concrete block and poured concrete.

e. Various instruments have been used to determine the dose rate an
operator near the control console is exposed to. Examples of readings that
have been obtained are:

.Victoreen M"odel 1440RF ratemeter - 1 .3 mR/hr
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1.

Texas Nuclear Model 914 MONMO
Special Neutron Dlosimeter System - 1 .4 mx'emAhr

Eberl-ine Model PNR-4 - 1 .3 mrem/hr

f. Fig 1-9 shows part of the ventilation system. Fig I-1 0 showds the
overhead shielding and the ventilating duct elevation. Ventilating system
measurements are as follows:

Location Veloity Volume per unit time

Inlet duct 1I440 ft/mmn 576 CDF{
outlet duct 1950 ft/min 950 c~m

The volume of air being exhausted, through the stack every two minutes
is equivalent to the-volume of the neutron generator room. The direction of
air flow in the control room is toward the maze and generator room.

g. .Ao0ordixig to the Operation Manual for the Model A-1001 Neutron
Generator the following total quantities of tritium are released under the
circumstances indicated.

(1 ) Target. changes (with isolation valve closed) - 1. 8 x 103mci.

1j) Replenishing cartridge change (with isolation valve closed)-
1.8 X 10'mCi.

(3) Evacuation of entire accelerator (ion pump off) Q-0035 mCi.

(4) Brea-kage during replenishing - 0.207 mCi.

(5) Breakage at other time - no tritium released.

(6) Evacuation of entire accelerator (ion pump on using Kaman-
Sorption Pump) - no tritium released.

Condition (4) above would release the most tritium and it would take
place in the shortest time., The tritium would be released into the neutron
generator room. Assuming,, to simplify the calculationsj, that all of the
tritium released into the room would be removed in the length of time it
would take the blower to exhaust a volume of air equal to the volume of the
room (2 min or 120 sea), the average release rate would be

0.207 mCi -1.7 x 103 O ise
120 see

E~valuation of the likelihood of someone outside the facility being exposed
to excessive concentrations of tritium in air has been calculated using
equations from Herman Camber's book "Introduction to Health Physics",.
published by Perxnagon Press. Using the above release rate and a wind
velocity of 5 mph with all other values 'maximized for worst case resulted
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in a 96% assurance that the maxidmum concentration at ground level would
be 1 .2 x 10'9 microcuries per milliliter. This 'concentration is approx..
imately 1/170 the I4PC listed in 10 OFR 20.1

hi. A. remote wind velocity and direction indicator is located in the*
control room. Target. replenishingj, target change or total system pump down
is not performed unless the wind velocity is 5 mph or greater,

i, A tritium air monitor with an alarm is used to insure that the
air in the accelerator building, where operating and maintenance personnel
are liocated,. is below the IMPC for air of 5 x 10-6 miaroCi/mJ. for radiation
workers.

10. Other remote locations. When sealed sources covered: by an RD&E license
are used a t loca .tinns outside the Fort Monmo uth Ico. mplex by individuals approved
by, the' Commiittee on a project approved by the. Committee., the facilities of
the remote location are used if they are, adeqiaiate* The shipping container
usually serves as both the storage and use container. If the shipping con-
tainer is not suitable for use as both storage and use containers and suitable
containers are not available at the remote location then suitable ones are
suppliedrby the Ri)ME Radiological Safety Office. If they are needed and. are
not available at the remote location the RD&E Radiological. Safety Office wiJll
supply radiation signsj, fence posts$ rope., survey Instruments., etc.
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SUPPLSEMENT J

RADIATION PROTECTION PROGRAMA

1. :The radiation p rotectioni program is described in ECOM Regulation 385-9
(See Inci 1) and RDS&E Policy Memorandum Technical #1 (See Imci 2).

2. The primary sealed source leak test method will be smear tests., however,.
bubble leak tests, vacuum. leach. tests or other types of tests may be used
occasionally on some sources, The amount of radioactive material removed
byiwipe or water used in the vacuum leach test will be determined by procedures
and equi~in capable of measuring 0.05 micrc'urieso h yp frdo
a ct iv'e m'aterial. in. the sealed source being tested.

3. Sealed source leak tests will be performed by one or more of the individuals
listed. in. para. 2 of Su'pplement F. Restumes of their training and experience
are also located in Supplement F.

14. Initial radiation surveys will be made by the RPO., a technical member of
his, staff., by individuals approved by the cormittee to make such surveys,, or
by the US Army Environmental Hygiene Agency*

5. Sealed sources that are found to be leaking will be sealed inside a storage
container -and placed in. storage until arrangements can be made for their
disposition. They will either be repaired by a "person" licensed to make
such repairs or disposed of as radioactive waste.
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*ECOHR 385-9:.

UNITED STATES kw~ ED TR0I'ICS COMMAN
FORT I N1MMM., ~i. JYMM 07703

EOON REGULATION 17Agust 1973
No. 385-9 *

saferty

-I0NIZIMG RADIATION G1OTML

Paragraph Page

Purpose ----------------- a ---- ------- m--f--- fuafh 1
scope -- -- -- a ma----------- --- a-a-------- ------ fa--2-1

Def'iniitions -------- ------i a. eaamamammamcine 31
Policy ------am ----------------------- eaa aa m 2.

:Rxen~tions --- -- -- ---- -- --am en e -- - - ----- ---- -a --o 5 2
Responsibilitiesmnaaanmnmeaeaeea~aee 6 - 2 -

Referec~es -an ae -- e ---- aaaaaa--------aca 74
Appendix A. Standards ýfor Radiation Ex-sure and

Contsazdmtion 5-cam~sbme O.iCe

B. Procedures for Conformnnca ~vith Radiation.
Standards --- e e e e -m.. ----------- --- an--------------------a 7

-1. Emcs T1hiJs regajzntion dzftin--a po~iciows, .rc-s~on-sibili.is and
procedures for control of ionizing radiation health hpe.zards'on Fort 1idawath.
'It establishes criteria for the oparation of all icnizing radiation. producing
sqaiprman+t and for all production, tranapart-atiaa., handli~ng., storage, ppasessien,
and disposal of radioa~ctive raterials =n Fort Mrr= =th., or licensed by US3 Az-wq
Electronics Commnand (ECMN) organistions headqrartered. at Forb Mon=nzth., except
those involved in disaster centrol aperations.

2*. Scope. This regulation applie s to aJ~L vho pousevs, two, or handle sources
0of : io 3nig radiation virthin tho confMas of Fmrt Mmahor wides provisio
of Atcaic Knergy Ccnr~ssion (ABC) licansss ad. aiserd 1by BCM orgIzatimas
headquartered at Fort ?monrth * It is d is t ri ba td to all ECMM and t==~t
ac~tivities locyated at Fort Moumioth for information and guidance.

3. De flit~ions. Definitions of terms w~ed herein a~re those appearing in Title
10,- Coe -of ?eral Regv'.lationa (10M ±)', cliapter 1., "Atordoc Energy". In
addition, _the follow~ing definitions pertain:

a. bgadaton: Electrcmagniatic or particulate radiation capable
of producU ion. aret~ or indirectly in its passage throu&k matt-sr. For
purposes of this regulation,, alpha and beta particles., g~xmm rays, X-aiys, and
neutrons are examples of jionizng radiation. Th w ype- of radiation d.-aS not
include sound or radio =Tes, risible., infrarvd, or ultravlolet light or LASERS.

b. I onizinig Raditaticvn Control Pro-rro.-m Eucc~passes the Mavarea estr..ý
l-ished by iianag~mnt to jamwue safolu oZ operations, train~ing, 'Identification
of hazards., conformance uith pro odur" sand at -aa: for uzers of ionzing
radiation sources, to effect ECri. anign~s-nts.

.= regulTiMn supersedes WC0M 35-9; 15 Nov 66., and ECCam Suppi 3'
:to AMR 385-25., 16 Sep 72, includ.ng all ch'anpea.
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ci * EMX Ionizing Radiation Con~trol Co~dttee UIC)-0 A group of kniow-.
ledgeable idiEvidnaLsappoin1e by Thbe Oomaumdiug Gnral tio are comupet~ent
to review the total radiation program from afll safet7 and health aspects and
to adyise the Adn eneral on policy and requiired actions.

do RsiOLLO~cal Prot-,ftion Officer (RFO) - An individual designated by.
the comne to provide o 'sultation a-ad adve on the degree of hazards:--
associated with ionizing radiation arnd the'effectiveness of w~aaures to control:

thee a~sds.~ isincii~cbalsbAll U-beiu 6t1uia2y-qaalified, by-%virtue of
.edmcationl, militaxy traning a#/o prfsinl xei etoascae
64cpabilit commnsurate. wihteaa h term nradiologica1 protec-
tion officer" is a fanctional title., and is not intamded. to denote a cCW.s-
sic= status or Job classification within the arzsd forces. -

14 Pliy.it is ICOM policy that:.

a. Use of ionizing radiation will be controlled so that the radiation
exposure for indiiduas. vlthi~n IM001 is .no greater than limits prescribed in
appendix A.

b. Safety of opera~tions. will guide .transactions concerning handling
storing, di aposingg, emd repa.irling itcs id~iah ocatain radioactive material or

-produce ionizing radiation and idiich are to be stored or used at Fort Monaouth.

a ."Control and approval of applications for AEC liceases,, Department of
the Arjw (MA) authorizations and pernits., and procurement of ionizing radiation
sources is assigned to. the IRCC.

~.Exe~rbio=. The followring materials., equipmnt., and conditions of exposure
are F=.the controls established by this regulation.

a.. Natural radioactire materials of an equivalent specific radioactivity
not exceeding, that of natural potassium (i *e., 0.0001 microcuries per gram)
and ~pvrodaot radioactive materials in quantbities or concentrations not greater

thnthose specified in the schedules of applicable ABC aid DA_ reguilations.,
provi ded they are not used in such a combined quantity that any person might.
receive a radiation dose exceeding one-tenth the applicable Radiation Protec-
tion Guide (RPG) in appendix AO.

.b. 'Electrical equipaet such as high voltage tmits (e.g., k3,vstron tubes)
that is not intended primnll3y to proetce ionizing radiation and which operates
in such a mwrthat no person can receive a radiation does exceeding ame-tenth
.the applicable RPG.'

6. RepOsbiiis a. -The Chief, Safety Office, ECOM, exercises staff
super Sisi are ~EC Ionizing RadiationControl, Program.

b. The, IRCC ftmct ion s in ac cordance with l0CMf 33,. AR 700-52, AM~R 385-25, )
and M=R 385-30. The member assigned as the 0,madn General's
rap-resentative will authenticate A10.licenses and DA authorizations and
permits.
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c. Cowudra and directors of* actiwi~tiee (e.g*': Research, Developwa~t,
and Einggoering (MDE) and Maint awnce Diractor-ats, and Hedmtran
Installaticn Support Activity (ElSA n 3,Kdie.Atvte
(MEMM~C),q vto.) requiring ruse of i~i==~g raiat.c= merevpLJ for

I~aningthe Ionizing Radiation Coiztrol Prog'za witkin their piwrriew an&.

(1) Pr`.Vide a eiMllance of all.rdooi~ health controls., m~intain tn
4nrverbory of all radiatien sum-css wiftlin their a~ctivit7jand oonfi.=adaro
to applicable liem=e criteria.

(2) Provide enforcement of radiological comtrols at all theiir Wre"a

(3) Review all 0cnetraction, siting,, and operaticcal. plams invoving the
storage. or use of radiation scwroes or equipait, for ccqpliaro with radiatien
protection remliatioas andl good -health practices, and advise the hief., Srafety
Officej, 90M'1, and the 1FOM IF=C of patevratial parseaal ba~rrd~se

(4) %4intain liaison with: the Fort Y-m t Fire Dsp r at am ntwa
seacMrity Div-ision., HISA. Ca loc2atic~ia of r lickative =.tarial and Y.boe bz-zf
t~o personnel nwy be created as a result of fire involving rudiozalctiv Matermal.

(5) Perforia radiation surveys in camline with-AR 7004~2 at least once
every7 30ds

(6) aeintain records in accordane with 1omF 30, AR,7O00-52, and TH 38-750..

(7) Report to Chief., Safety Office, I =7$ M probable.oea ur
received whben peirsonnel zuoitoring 4qi=n ma not, utilized.Th if
SaWe~ty Office., ECj, uIdl in tamn notify Casanin Officari B =, or his.
rep7resentative.

.(8) Appoint a Radiological Pretectien Officer.

d., An. sperrisors of users of radiatica sources (e.g.., Ldboratory
directors,, technical. area chiefs., team leadarz., etc.,) Vintl

(1) Insurre, co~liance with. the rqilet fti euaid

(2) Insure conrLol and posting. of radiation areas in accordance with
appendix- A to this regu~lation.:

(3) Provide appropriate exposamure evcs(oietr, iz
badges., etc.) protective clothing a=d respirators f or worwl.=kIng i
rzadiatioin areas.

(4) Insure that proper storage f acilities and arramgrernts f or handling,
anl radioactive zaterial3 are provided'according to criteria and poemc
set forth in appendix B to this regulatica.
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(5) Notify,: tbrough the or'anixation ML. the Ch2ief, Safety- Office, ECWA:

(a) When a radioactive sorarce or ionizing radiation producing device is
being =rved onto or from For 't N~uhif the soarce is 5 curies or' stronger.,
or in the case-of special nuclear material if it is more. than 5 pounids.

(b) When deviation fron approived procedmre or planned achodales could
invlveradiation safety. If in the Judgzimit of the organization RPO it is

not like~y that ovemmxosfm' or c tadtien spread, will occWr, the Chief,:.:
vafe7 Uffice BMN':2 iaed uiot ber unotifidd.

(c) znditYy in the event of aW accident/incident involving a
potential overexpo sure of personnel or release of radioactive contamination:
that night result in overexposure of parsonnel.,

e. All personnel who possess., use., or handl warices of icmizing
radiation iiill. be respensible for:

(1) nowng nd oU~vng taningoperating procednres., rules., and

*(2). Using safet~y equipment proper3,-,

(3)' Reporting -to the supervisor arq accident., unusual incident$- personal.
injury, however slight; suspected overexqposu~re and/or suspected internal
exposure; as soon as possible after the occurrence.

f. he ComandngOfficer, US Arc7 Radical Peprmn Activities (MDAC),1
will be responsible for providing zmdical assistance and advice ba established
by AR 40o-4 and 40-5s. and in addition will be responsible for:.the' following:.

*(1) insuring safe conition and safe operation ýof X-ray nachines used for
dental and madca]. dia~iotic and treatmant purposes.

*()Posting personnel radiation, exposure records as prescribed in
AR 40-l14 $ and paragraph Jla(l) of appendix A.

:(3) lkldiig reascmable effort to obtain prior radiation exposure records
of new personnel.

g. Chief, Transportation Division., HISA., is, responsible for insuring that
shipping procedures (as delineated in para 8 of app B) are followed,

7. Ref *. a. Title 49., Code of Federal Reu2tios -Transportation

b. AR 555

c. TH5532
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Appendix A'

STAND.ARJM FOR RADIA.TION EIKSUR.M AND) C0!fTAMiITI0N

The f ollowidng guides are based on the reccmmndatimrs of the F'ederal Radiaticai
Council.. the Nationial Conrittee on Radiatian Protection, th Int~nationa1
Commnission an Radiological Protection,, and the r-egmlations of the AM and the
.US AM

a-! Radiation Prot-octica ft& f Or Mt~a1

(a 1hin any person accepts epq tifi raiatimi uwk,- it shall b~e
asrmw that he bas receivejd-his £avj2wrte*d does vmp to that tim~ u=2ass.
satizfactOrY records show to tba cwb=Tre~, o it cam be catiafit~tcrny

domr rat~ed that he has not bom e=!c~v~d in. raiatica Wf The &wd
eoxpwam for calendar quart~ers Prior to 1 jway1961p.- shall. be 3750. mil3.irn..
(ZmrenL and 1.250 =rcn after 1 Ja=uary 1961-. _A reazo~nable effort will -be made to,
obztain reports of pre icaly 4AcMwz1A-d smc= wa d~. Tbia Is iot to
i&Ll tha~t such an ir4±*qv.du1 Eba1d be ez=dto rzi~ cs5 mma
at n.Wiation levela approachinag t-.-. qK=-r17-y maim atIMRZ M P o k
t3**, he receives his a.~e-prorated. 211;it.

(b) Tho ezposm'e, limit 'to thle *hoae bad~r, head RAd tr~mkp active blood:
fco..f*irg oi'ga=, Imns of *WySa or gznaas~s is 3.250 zrz ixc-r calowlar ogmrtor.
With the- approval of Cc= dz General. WM: Use Twsekly.yqr, VnstwJ nid
yearly exosure limits for these critical body parts a-z be increased to 3000.
2zra~m per qtnart~er if' the izidiridnmal tot~n. e=.posm'e does not e~eed 5000
(K-m18) mram where N is the age at last birtbday ad ,is, greateir than 18 764"rs.
The follaw-ing guides for external exposuire axe applicable..

PMIOD EMY PAW~S'MO M

Weekly 100 =rn600 r 10

Acerma1ated 5000 (M-18)

(3)' Ibdical Dose., Radiation -xvusrsiiZfMMa~ydawtc

and therapeuticnisdical and deontal Pc-AW wg bb nLddi b
detergination of the rvAiaticm Gs*tr tatua of the irsdirifta1 ccuca da
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bin R1PG for Airborne Actiiy

(1) Restricted Area. Conem-tration above natm-al background of radio-
active naTerial i3n 'b~rething air in'restricted areas shall not exceed levels
listed in 10CFR 20., appendix B., table 2.%

(2) Unrestricted Area.* Concetration above natural background of radio-ý
active, zaterials in air in vnrestricted areas. shall not exc.eed levels listed
in 10CFR 20., appendix B., table 2.

c. Radiation P'o teicticm Guide (RPG) for Waterborns ActivitT
Cbhcentra. -on bore raciaoactive imterials a oa nat background
relle"se to nrtrce arasalno ceed thw~lizit listed in 100FR 20.,
appendix.B.

d.* Radiation Sitrface Coxt~aminaticn Guide. The surf ace contamination-
limits a~cidinAR3-2apltote and areas to be released for
unrestricted use without prior approval of Chief, Safety Office., ECOM.

e *Respiratory Proteýction Eauiiant'Guides. The following respiratory
protection uiriU be used nypersc nii. in an aimsphre wt h niae
Particultate radioactive contamination:.

Alpha, 1O jCi None

lO-8 to 10-12 )UCi/ce Military Mask M9A/or' equir

10-8 or higher AzCi/co Supplied Air. Mask

Beta-g 10-c0 None

1cr 6 .to 10-10 ACi/cc Military MakM9A/or eq[uiv

106or higher uCi/cc Supplied Air Mask

f. Area Delineation and Postin

-(1) Radioactive 11laterial Storage- Containers and Areas. 1Areas and
containers that require posting in acco2ldance with I0? 20A will be posted with
a magenta and yellow sign bearing the radiation symbol and the words
"CAJJTION-RADIOACT1V 1WAERMAS ."

(2) Radiation Area. A radiation area is atz. area accessible to personnel
with a radiation lev~el such that'a rmjor portiom of the body could receive in
arWo~ hour' a do--- in excess of 5 =n-a=, or in any 5 consecutive days a dose
in exceassof 100 MMM. It will be posted with amaet and yellow sign(s)
bearing the. radiation symbol and the words ",CAUTIONc-RADIATION, AREA.".

6
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(3) High Radiation Area. A high radiation arm is any area accessible to
personnel in uicih there exists radiation of suczh lev-ell that a =iJcr portion
of the body may receive in ary one hour a dose in excess of 100 mma. It wnill
be conspicuously posted vith a =L.gata. amd ya1low sign(s). bearing the radiation
symbol and the words "CAUTION-HI~M RADIATIOUi ARMA."

(14) Airborne Radioactivity Aryea. An airborne radioactivity area is amry
area in which ai~rborne rad~ioaci~ive-materilal is present in concetrations in
excess of the amounts specified in appendix B., table 1., colum 1 of 10CFR 20.,
or any area inhere airborne radioactive mzaterial is pro seit in concentratiowns

whcif -average over the r~rof hourws ih any week during Vaich indiv'id-
uals: are in- 'an ,area, eeed. 25 percent.. of. the - spec.ified in IOCFR 20.,

appndi B table 1$, dowmm 1 These areas will be condpiezzous3_y posted uith.
a magenta and yellow sign beazning the :radiation syzbol and the words
nCAfLTIN-AflMDOIU RAIOACTIVITY AREA .6

(5) Contanminted Area or Item. A contaxnat~ed area or item is. any area
or item uhkere contardination 1;eveI exceed those referred to in paragraph d above.,
thsy shall be posted with appropriate sigas or tags..:.

(6): Tempory AraIentification. Radiastion roping -or ribbon (yell=.
and magena I1 h~ii~ signs whenerer possible -f or the tenpor-ary
delineation of. raddiation, contm-aninaticn, orr aiarborne raictry. a ar eao.
Where noncolored or different colored rope or barrier are substituted., suffi-
cient signs will be used with the barrier so there -will be a clear understanding.
of the nature of the hazard existing beyond the barrier.

Appendix B.

ýPFOCMMMF FOR C0FOIM4CE ~imRADIATION S

1.Geeral. To conform with the radiation standards as esalsd by this*
regulation, contractors and users involved in operations dealing with ioniziag
radiation sources will cop3,y with the following. requrmt

a. A copy of documnents and requ~ired information listed balom will be
submitted through the organization RPO to Chief., Safety Office., ECON1, at least-

2 weks prior to arrival at Fort Monmnouthi of radioactive, materials and/or
machines or devices producing ionizing radiation.

(1) Legal donments aathorizin~g the contractor or agency to ow.. _Mintain,*
and use such materials., soairces,, devices and assemblies. E~m~les of such
documents are AEC~ by-product material licenses., AIM source material, license,
.and DA authorizat-ions, or permits.

7
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(2) In~formation concerning radioactive materials and radiation producing.
machins or devices to include the type., description,. and quantity of radio-
active materials and the location for storage and use.- The detailed descrip-
tion should include the following as applicable:

(a) M~anufacturer of the source.

()Date of initial source activity determination.

()Source identification number.

(d) Cross-sectional sketch showing d:Lmensions.

(e) Source holder material of construction.

.(f) Source forn (powder, plated.,foil, etc.

()Chenizal form (metal, oxde, titanate, etc.)

(h). Strength in curies or millicuries as. of date, of initial source
activity deterxmintion.

(i) TMpe of protective cover naterial or film '(if azrq) over the source.

()Date and result of last leak test.

(k) YMethod of sealing against leakage.

(3) Location and n~of respemsible indiridnal, (or custodian),and
licensed organization assigned, to supervise handling. of radioactive material.

(~)Intended use and operating procedures. Operating procedures will
delineate radiological hazard controls in accordanceý with applicable sections
of thi1s regulation. ChanLges to procedure must be submitted to the Chief,,
Safety Office, EMO~

b.* Unattended radioactive naterial will be secured against unauthorized
access and handling at all times.

c.* Radiation workers who enter a radiation area must wear a film badge.
An exposure record must be maintained for each individual.

d. Protective clothing, where required, mast be donned prior to entering
the radiation area.

e.* Radiation areas wil~l be posted and controlled..

f. Subordinate organization's radiological safety programs for the use

of sources of radiation must conform to the midnism standards described herein.
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g. All1 supervisors inVOlreA~ irn oprat-ion where ionizing radiation is
present will, as woon as practicable, notify the Chief., Safaty.X ffice. MM.,
if azy of the following incidents oco~z on, Fort ommh

(1) Damage to, or malfa=ction of equipwnt or exhaust qrsteaz, during
operations,$ In areas ubere these itema are reurdby aprvdoperating
procedures.

.(2) Doiseweter readings In excess of 100 xm'e in azýQ Cn day or:ý self,
reading dosimieters.

()Spilled, or unintentionafly released, radioacti" aerU that.
might result in orerexposurs of perscmnnl.

(4) Wouns resulting in a break of the skin or other I~dv * %Ih
radioactiv~e material =7 hare entered a. perrAson bodyr. Sucb imnidsmnta %il
also be repoeted to Ccm=n Officer, H *. or his Me ±avei.

material is being stored or use d.

:(6) Ezeept RM0 Directorate., loss :of persc~el m=ditoring device or.
exposure vbile not utilizing device.

h.Superrisors of individuals will inaure: that the individunla Working
*In a radiation area. vilL perform their assigned tazks in a ma~wr to mintdae

their iuternal and exenlexposures.

i. Users will CleO= up azq radioactive e tmntian resulting trom
their work.

* 2.. Radiation Area. Identification amd Access Control. a.
.of R ~atn AaS

(1) Storape, -radiation., high radiation., airborne radioactivity and
itontanminted areas as defined in paragrzph f., appendix A,, will be posted with
appropriate signs,. tags, and labels bearing the standard radiation =rznng
symbol.

(2) Control . instructions win be conspienowaJy posted at the antr =-as to
a restricted area.' Persons entering a restrict-.d area rill be briafed., as
required by area operation plans., coneraing mir limited 1=rktimqs. ctm .
nation control techniques., protective clothing ros, and pesalmitor-.
ing devices.

b.* Personml entering a radiation azea on- a awvtmbeis id.1. obtan
perswz i m!toringg devrice(s) and protective clothing from the rsoibis

organzatin. asisqure9.
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3. Ra*l 2 L C~onta~dntion Control. a. Routine and contiumous operations
vill no be cadc-tEd Gi areas Mhre coitmd.nationý lerels exceed the values
listed in paragraphi d.. appandix As vitho~b approval of Chief, Safety Office.,
EM- except as co~bmcted by. RME Directorate RM .

b. At arq tim allowed cac -imination lerels are exceeded, the following
action will be taken by the user:

()Tezwihate activity within the: area - advise security guards.

(2) Con1trol access to the area until released by the' IFE Direc-torate
RPO or the Chief, Safety Office., ECOM.

14. Waste MDisosal. Padioactive wastes include unusable or uimiated radio-.
actiI~=aterial and item contamdnated with radioactive materials.

Waste raterial will be disposed of by Rethods consistent with all applicable.
regulations (i .e.., AR 755 IQCF'RW 20) and accepted radiation protection
practices.

50 Radieticn M~nosurýe Control.* a. The a==~t of expossure to ionizing
rad3it-dc~n th~t- a w---rlmr Us IaU-ved to recci:7ro In azq pariod of time is lBimited.
For licensad materials, thpse limi'ts, Are, set by the -licensing authority.- For
unlicensed sources of radiation., the reco mitions of the National Comittee
on Madiation Protection and the Federal Radiation Council will be followred.
Exposure gtaides are specified in appendix A.

be Expsure P~~ordB.s Radiation exposure records will be completed and
forieatiinndiidma1 required to wvrk in a radiation area,

c.* Exposttm MonitorIn%. Film badges will be used as-the primry device
for pers~c=jeJ exposr m itring.

(1) Radiation workers who enter a radiation area nuat irear a film badge.

(2) Radiation i=mitoring winl be assured for all nanradiation vorkers
entering a radiation area.

(3) Pocket dosimeters in addition to film badges will norinflly be worn
in areas iwhere the anticipated dose will exceed 20 mren per shif t and by.
personnel engaged in radiographic operations. Pocket dosimeters issued will
be recorded on a pocket dosimster record.

(4) Personnel monitoring dev~ices shall never be taskpered with, or falsely
exposed to radiation.

10
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6. rp-p Prcdrs a. Gemaral. The wrr yphae begins Uhmi any
ace ~7~ e s4e eS=ape, or sp tof radioactive naterials occur in such an
amotmt that a health bazardj, or possibil-ity ofimg to vuInable propm-ty

*exists.* This phase extends through tl,%- co=letion of efforts to save life,
*prevent serious injary., or prevmt fmrrther dwzige- to valuable propertyr. If

arelease of radioactive aerlocrs the following basi.Q mrac plan
should be carried out:

.(1) Shut doim all operations thich would be hazardous if uniattenaded*.

(2) 2vacuate personnel froma the emgn7area to an assemJ3y area uhere
rd~n~im radiation exposure is possible.

(3) M~ake an accormyting of all parsum~l frca the emegency area at the
*Aasembl area. to Insume complete evacuaticsi.

(U oiY ,the Chief., Safety Office, L=, a s soaas possible.

(5) Provide for. commicationsj, trmsprtation, pewer, portabla radiation
detection eqUipment,:fir.-t-aid supplies., and deconts=natiom apparaftu at the
assembl.y area as required.

(6)ui-~ al prsnnl i~le -fo possible conta atiou and seg-regate
personnel i~o are cantarinated.,

(7), Decontaminate personnel, equipment, and the inrgemoy area.

()Prepare a co.plate written history of the incidwb.

ýb. In the *event of enrmy, specific: actiens as prsrbd. In -chapter
10, TM[ 3-261., will be follaued. Prescribed'reports sill be foruarded throý
the Chief, Safety Office, ECO,ý ATL-ff: AZ:BEL~SW

*7 * Storagze. An area designa~ted for the Storage of radioactive material wij
conform totefollowing r~imstandards:

a., It will be kept clein..

be Fire protection -devices or equipm~t will be readil;7 available..

ce It'will, be capable of being secured aaw muhrzdet7

d.. Appropriate stand~ard radiation sign will be posted.

a. When the area. is left mittended., soures of raitonwl beseud
against nuhrzdhnlnan/ridvdalop t' ý i.
radiation.
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f. The names and telephone numbers of responsible individuals will. be
posted in a conspicuous location when the area is unattended.

g. At least one container enclosing the radioactive material should be
fire resistant, preferably metallic.

.... ShLPxments-e''.a,. alneem-A'sm

(1 Imdiately upon receipt of radioactive material,, the activity.
Supply Officer, before opening the container., will notify the RPO,

()The' shipment -will be. promptly monitored and logged in by a trained
monitor.

(3) The radioacti ve material will then be deliver ed to the user or
stored in a radioisotope storage Vault., as circumstances warrant.

be.2Outging

(1) Radio-active mit-erial to be shipped cat will 1-e mnitored and logged,
in by the RPO before and af ter packaging.

(2)' The outgoing shipment will be packaged and labeled to conform with
Interstate Ccmierce Copmission regulations Land: De-partment of Transportation
regulations, as well as those of the Surgeon General, AEC, Navy Ships Systems
Command, and Army regulations,

(3) Shipments will be cleared with. the Accountable Property Officr

(AMEL-sF)
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Appendix C

ECOM IONIZING RADIATION CONTROL COMMITTEE SOP
FOR AUTHORIZATION OF WORKERS, FACILITIES, AND SOURCES

1. Purpose. The purpose of this appendix is to establish procedures an~d
minimum stan dards to be utilized by the ECOM Ionizing Radiation Control
Committee (IRICC) and Radiological Protection.Officer .s (RPOs) when considering
authorization of radiation facilities, use of sources, and qualifications of
radiation workers within ECOM and on Fort Monmouth. The procedures implement
the requirements set fo~r~tH- t~hisTY-gulation.

,2. Scope. In conjunction with the basic regulation, the standards set forth.
are to be applied to all individuals working with or storing radioactive and
ionizing radiation producing sources at FotMnoth,. their supervisors, and
the IROCCand RmOs (or their designated representatives) when evaluating
applications for authorization of these individuals,- facilities, or sources
(of ionizing rad~iation).

3. Records and Administration, a. The IROC will ordinarily meet at" least
once each quarter. Each meeting will be at the call 'of the committee chairman
or at the call of the commander's representative. A quorum will consist of
50 percent of the appointed members or their official alternate.

b. The committee secretary will record all actions of the committee and
maintain the record file of the minutes of the committee meetings.. All
applications and other matters acted upon by the committee will become part
of the minutes, this includes matters acted upon for the IECC by individual
organization RPOs. The IRCC meeting minutes will be published and distributed
to IROC members within 30 days following the meeting.

c. Applications must reach the ThOCC committee members at leas t 1.5 days
prior to the IRCC meeting so that all voting members will have sufficient time
to become familiar with the applications prior to the meeting.. These appli-
cations will be processed through the appropriate RPO, who will forward the
.application through the IRCC Secretary to the IRCC members upon his .review
and approval (para 6). The IRCC secretary will forward applications that have
been acted on by the committee to the appropriate EPO with the committee action.

4. Minimum Standards. The following standards are to be used as a guide for
the IRCC and the RPOs in considering authorization of radiation workers, sources,
and facilities. Obviously, the greater the hazard, the more stringent the
requirements must be. When the minimum requirements listed below arQ met, a
majority vote of the IRCC members in attendance is required for approval.
.In special cases, when it is determined that the Cituation warrants either
waiver or substitution of the minimum standards, a three-fourths approval
vote of the IRCC members in attendance is required.

13
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a. Minimum Standards for Radiation Workers.

(1) For use of small sealed sources (beta-gamma sources of 10 microcuries
or less).

(a) Familiarization with the sources to be usea and t~he applicable
protection standards, equipment, and procedures.

(b) A briefing by the appropriate EPO, or his designated representative,
on regulatory requirements and emergency procedures.

(c) Use of the source or representative source for 1 hour under. the direct
supervision of an authorized radiation worker, the appropriate RPO or his
designated representative.

*(2) For use o4f large sealed sources (beta-gamma sources greater than

10 microcuries and less than 10 millicuries).

(a) The minimum requirements stated in a(l) above.

*(b) Formal radiation safety courses or 1 year' s experience using radiation
sources.

(3) For use of licensed alpha emitting material (less, than 10 milIlicuries) .

(a) Check sources licensed under commodity licenses may be used by anyone
authorized by the commodity. license. This also pertains to commodity DA
authorizations.

(b) The minimum requirements stated in a(l) above.

(c) Special safety instruction on alpha radiation hazards (Example:

eye and internal).

(4) For use of X-ray generating units and devices.

(a) The minimum requirements stated in a(l) above.

(b) Demonstration to the satisfaction of the appropriiate RPO that the
operator understands radiation leakage, the use of shielding, and the correct
safety procedures specifically. applicable to X-ray generating units and devices.

(5) *For use of unsealed sources, sealed sources larger than 10. millicuries,
accelerators, and other major sources.

-(a) The minimum requirements stated in a(l) above.

.1.4

j
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(b) Other special requirements to be determined by the appropriate RFO
and. approved by the IRCC.

NOTE. In all cases, the requirements of the specific or general AEC license

for the particular source or device must be met.

b. Minimum Standards for Radiation Facilities and Sources.

(1) Permissible levels of radiation in unrestricted areas.

(a) Radioactive material and other sources of radiation' shall be possessed
and used in such a manner that they are not likely to cause any individual
to receive a dose to the whole body in any period of one calendar year in
excess of 0.5 rem.

(b) RadioactLive material and other sources of radiation shal~l not be
possessed, used, or transfered in such a mariner as to create in any
unrestricted area:

1. Radiation levels which, if an individual were continuously present
.in t~he area., could result in his receiving a dose in excess of 2 m~illirems
in any 1 hour,.or

2. Radiation levels which, if an individual were continuously pregent
in the area, could result in his receiving a dose in excess of 100. millire=
in any 7 consecutive days.

(2) All radiation facilities and sources will have inarning radiation
signs 'posted as follows:

(a) All devices and equipment capable of producing X-rays when energized
shall be appropriately posted with a sign bearing the ionizing radiation
symbol and the words, "CAUTION - THIS EQUIPMENT PRODUCES X-RAYS WHEN ENERGI=)."

(b) Each radiation area (in general., an area where a'najor portion of
the .body can receive nirore than 5 mrem in 1 hour) will b6 conspicuously posted,
with a sign or signs bearing the ionizing radiation symbol and the words.,
"CAUTION -RADIATION AREA."

(c)_ Each high radiation area (in general, an area where a major portion
of the body/ can receive more than 100 mrem in 1 hour) will be conspicuously
posted with a sign or signs bearing the ionizing radiation symbol and the
words., "CAUTION - HIGH RADIATION AREA-."

(d) An area, room, or enclosure containing airb'orne radioactive'material,
as defined in 10CFR 20, section 20.203(d), will be conspicuously posted with
a sign or signs bearing~the ionizing radiation symbol and the words,"CAIJ'TION-
AIRBORNE RADIOACTIVITY AREA."

15
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(e) Each area or room which contains radioactive materials in excess of
the amount specified by 10CFR 20, section 20.203, will be posted with a sign
or signs bearing the ionizing radiation symbol and the words,, "CAUTION
RADIOACTIVE 14ATERIAL(s ."

(ft) Caution signs are not required to be posted at areas or rooms containing

radioactive materials for periods of less than 8 hours, provided the materials
are-constantly attended by an individual qualified to take the precautions
necessary to prevent the unauthorized exposure of personnel.

(3) Special shielding and suitable portable shields will be used to mini-
mize radiation exposure to operating personnel..

5. Submission of Applications. No radiation source will1 be procured or used
within Fort Monmouth without a radiation facility or source authorization.
Ap-p-ri-cfions ýfor radiation worker authorizations and radiation facility or
source authorizations will be forwarded to the IRCC through the organization
RFO.

aL. The following 'information will be included in an application for
radiation worker authorization:

(1) Name.

(2) Social security number.

(3). Organization.

(4) Facilities for which authorization is requested.

(5) Sources for which authori-zation is requested.

(6) Scientific training and experience.

(7) Training and experience in the following areas, to include where
trained, duration of training, and whether. training consisted. of on-the-job
or a formal course.

(a) Principles and practices of radiation protection.

(b) Radioactivity measurement standardization and monitoring techniques

and instruments.

(c) Mathmatics and calculations basic to. the use and measurement of radio-
activity.

(d) Biological effects of radiation.
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()Experience with actual use of radiation sources, to include isotope,
maximum amount, where experience was gained, duration of experience, and
type of use.

(9) Record of radiation exposure history.

NOTE: Applications to allow authorized radiation workers to use new sources
of facilities need not include previously submitted information if the previous
application, its date, and specific paragraphs are referenced.

b. The followin~g information will be included in an application for
radiation facility or source authorization:

(1) Location of facility or source (to include building and room or field
area).

(2) Supervisor, his office, and home telephone numbers.

(3) Sources which will'be used in the facility.

(4) Description of facility, to include sketch giving dimensions, doors,
windows, neighboring areas, *special shielding., etc..

(5) Signs which will be posted.

(6) Location of phones in and near the facility.

(7') special provisions for control of access, if necessary.

(8) A copy of standing operating procedures.

6. Processing of Applications. The following describes the actions of an

RPO upon receipt of applications for radiation workers, facilities, and sources:

a. Application for Radiation Workers.

(1) Determine if worker's training and experience meets minimum standards.

(2) Give directions for training or supervise training for worker if
training is required.

(3) Brief the worker on appropriate regulations and. procedures within the
Fort Monmouth Ionizing Radiation Protection Program, or insure that such a
briefing is conducted.

(4) Submit application to IRCC with recommendations on courses of action.

(5) If the iRCC approves, forward an appropriate Radiation Worker Authori-
zation (fig 1) to the worker's supervisor, place the worker on the dosimetry
program, and set up records on the worker's training and experience.

17
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Name:

SSN:

Organization:

Facilities authdrized to use:

Sources authorized to use or operate:

Conditions:

Approval for the IRCC:

Signed

Figure 1. Sample of Radiation Worker Authorization.
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(6) If the IROC disapproves, forward a detailed explanation to the super-
visor. If the disapproval is due to lack of training and experience, give
informnation on what is required for approval and how the worker can gain
additional experience.

(7) At his option, approve radiation workers for the IP.CC under the
following conditions:

(a) For sources of l0bPCi or less, if the worker meets the minimum
training and experience requirements of paragraph 4~a(J) above.

*(b) For standard industrial and medical X-ray units and electr~on micro-
scopes, if the worker meets minimum training and experience requirements of
paragraph l4a(4 above, such workers. may only use radiation facilities and
devices for which- they are authorized.,

* (8) At his option, issue temporary (not to exceed 100 days) author±i.tions
in the following instances:

*(a) To personnel working under the direct supervision of an authorizzd.
worker in any facility and with any source for which the Oupervising -worh=
is authorized. Such personnel will be initially briefed by the RPO or his
designated representative. The supervising worker is responsible for inn-uing
that the temporary worker wears appropriate personnel dos~metry devicas,,
operates in a safe manner, and follows regulations and st&-ndard procedurn..

* (b) To any radiation worker already authorized to work in facilities or.
with sources of comparable or greater hazard once he has demonstrated to the
RPO., or hi~s designated representative, competence to use the ni~w facility or
source.

(c) To any personnel'required to give assistance. in an emergency sit~ttion.
Such authorization may be verbal. The RPO will submit a full written expla.ý
nation of circumstances and hazards involved to the IRCC in his report on the
incident if such personnel may have been exposed to excessive radiation or

*more than permissible concentrations of radioactive material.'

b. Application for Radiation Facilit.

*(iy Determine if facility will meet minimum standards an~d'determine other
requirements necessary to minimize exposure to operating personnel.

(2) Determine and request additional information needed for proper
evaluation.

()Submit application to IRCC with recommendation on course of action.
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Appendix C--Continued

(4i) If the IRCC approves the application,, the approval will be conditional
until the RPO surveys the new facility with the source of radiation in storage
and under operating conditions.

(5) After the initial survey, forw-ard an appropriate Radiation Facility
Authorization (fig 2) to the requesting supervisor and record all actions.

(6) At his option, approve new facilities for the TRCC for transfer of
authorized radioactive sealed sources or X-ray machines to a new facility if:

(a) Special wall shielding, in addition to the structural components of
the facility, is not required to reduce radiation levels below uncontrolled
area limits outside the facility.

(b) Appropriate warning signs are posted.

(c) The RPO cyr his designated representative performs an- initial survey
on the new facility.

c. Procurement and Use of Radiation Sources.

(1) fleterminie if source requires amnendment of an AEC license or DA
authorization.

(2) Evaluate degree of hazard and. recommend special training for users
and special facilities if needed.

()Determine what additional information is needed for'evaluation, to

include applications for worker and facility authorizations as necessary.

(4k) Request additional information as needed.

(5) Submit application to IRCC with recommendation on course of action.

(6) Maintain a file of actions taken by the TRCCi Inform reque ster of
actions taken and of special requirements.

NOTE: If a license or authorization amendment is required, it is often better
to obtain 'conditional approval of the IRCC prior to preparing the application
for amendment.
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Appendix C-.-Continued

Location:

Supervisor:

Supervisor's office extension:

Authorized sources:

.Home Phone:

Authorized workers:

Conditions:

Approval for the IRCC:

Signed

Figure 2. Sample of' Radiation F ac ility/ Source Authorization
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RADIOLOGICAL SAFETY PROCEDURES

Responsibilites and procedures governing the radiation protection

program within RD&E are described herein. Any questions concerning

the interpretation of procedures should be brought to the attention of

the RD&E Radiological Protection Officer, telephone extension 61292.
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CH.APTER 1

Ries pons ibilities'

1. The Director of RD&E is responsible for establishing an effective
RD&E Radiation Protection Program. For this purpose he will appoint
a Radiation Protection Officer to assist him and act in an advisory
capacity and coordinate safety policies and procedures among various
users of radiation sources.

2. The RD&E Radiation Protection Officer is responsible for:

a. Staff supervision of the Radiation Protection Program includ-ing
authority to order temporary suspension of hazardous operations.

b. Advising the Director on the degree of hazards associated with
ionizing radiation and the effihctiveness of measures to control these
hazards-

c. Performing inspections to insure compliance with provisions
of AEC licenses and applicable Army regulations.

d. Maintaining the RD&E inventory of radiation sources and radio-
active materials, including both materials licensed by AEC and those
requiring DA authority.

e. Coordinating pulichases of radioactive material to assure com-
*pliance with AEC licenses or DA authority.

f.- Representing RD&E on the ECOM Ionizing Radiation Control
Committee.

g. Coor dinating submittal of applications for renewal or amend-
mnent of AEC licenses *and DA authorization and for issuing local permits
to use radiation sources.

h. Maintaining a library of current regulations pertinent to the
RD&:E Radiation Protection Program which will be furnished on request.
to persons covered by this, regulation.

3. The RD&E Safety Officer is responsible for providing assistance and
advice on general safety matters in relation to the radiological safety
programs.

4. The Chief, Equipment Management Division, RDTSA, is responsible
for assuring that all purchases for items containing radioactive
material, X-rays, lasers, or other radiation sources have been cleared
through the Radiation Protection Officer.



CHAPTER 1 -- continued

5. The Chief, Equipment Management Division, RDTSA, is also respon-
sible for prompt notification of the RD&E Radiation Protection Officer
when radiation sources are received. Items will be picked up by the
user after check by the RD&E Radiation Protection Officer.

6. Supervisors in areas where radiation sources are used are respon-
sible for:

a. Insuring that local permits are obtained before any work with
radiation sources begins.

b. Insuring that the purchase or use of radiation sources are
coordinated with the Radiation Protection Officer.

c-. Insuring that all requisitions or contracts requiring radio-
active material1 or other sources of radiation are clearly marked as
"documents for procurement of radiation sourcest1 and that these
requisitions are coordinated with the Radiation Protection Officer.

d. Providing training of new employees in the safe handling of
radiation sources.

7. Workers in areas where radiation sources are used are'responsible
for strict compliance with procedures approved for the specific
application. These procedures and limitations will be contained in
the application for a local permit.
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CRAPrER 2

Definiitionis

Accelerator

Airborne radioactive material

Byproduct materials

Contamination (Radioactive)

Decay, Radioactive

Decontamination Factor

A device for imparting kinetic
energy to charged particles,
such as electrons, protons,
deuterons and helium ions.

Any radioactive material dis-
persed in the air in the form
of dusts, fumes, mists, vapors
or gases.

Any radioactive material (except
special nuclear material) yielded
in or made radioactive, by ex-
posure to the process of produc-*r,:
or utilizing special nuclear
material.

Deposition of radioactive materi-al
in any place where it is not de-
sired, and particularly in any
place Where its presence can be
harmful. The harm may be in
invalidating an experiment or a
procedure, or in actually being
a source of danger to persons.

The disintegration of the nucle-u-
of an unstable nuclide by the
spontaneous emission of charged
particles and/or photons..

The ratio of the amount. of un-
desired radioactive material
initially present to the amount.
remaining after a suitable
processing step has been complete--.
A ' factorreferring to the re-
duction of the gross measurable
radioactivity.

j I



Dose (Dosage)

CHAPTER 2 -- continued

The radiation delivered to a
specified area or volume or to
the whole body. The dose may
be specified in air, or the skin,
or at some depth below the sur-
face, but no statement of dose is
complete without specification of
location.

Dose Equivalent (DE)

Dose Rate

Dosimeter

Dpm

This is the product of absorbed.
dose (D), quality factor (QF),
and other factors needed to achieve
the common exposure scale refer-
red to under the definition of
Quality Facto~r..

Radiation dose delivered per unit
time.

An instrument used to detect and
measure an accumulated dose of
radiation.

Disintegrations per minute.

Electromagnetic radiation emitted
by a nucleus as a result of A
transition between two nuclear
energy levels. Gamma rays have
high energies with 'correspond-
ingly short wavelengths and their
ability to penetrate matter is
high.

A term in common use for that
branch of radiological science
dealing with the protection of
personnel from harmful effects
of ionizing radiation.

Gamma Ray

Health Physics
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Ionizing Radiation

Ionizing Radiation Producing
Devices

Isotope

Monitoring

N? C

mRad

mRern

Any electromagnetic or particulate
radiation capable of produ.cing
ions, directly or indirectly, in
its passage through matter.

Electronic devices which are
capable of' generating ionizing
radiation such as t-ray- machines,
linear accelerators, cyclotrons,
radio frequency generators which
use klystrons, magnetrons, or
'other tubes which produce x-rays,
and electron microscopes.

One or more nuclides having the
same atomic number but** a dif'ferenit
mass. Isotopes of' a substance
have almost identical chemical
properties.

Periodi-c'or continuous deter-
mination of the amount of' ionizing
radiation or radioactive con-
tamination present in an occupied
region. Also called surveying.

Maximum permissible concentrations.

Millirad

Millirem

An elementary uncharged nuclear
particle which has a mass equal
to that of a hydrogen atom.

A, quantity of electromagnetic
energy whose value in ergs is
the product of' its frequency
in hertz per second and Planck's
constant.

Neutron

Photon
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Planck's Constant

Positron

Quality Factor (QF)

Radiation

A natural constant of propor-
tionality (h) relating the
frequency of a quantum of energy
to the total energy of Pe
quantum. h=6.624 x 10- erg-sec.

A particle equal in mass to the
electron and having an equal but
positive charge.

This is the linear-energy-
transfer-dependent factor by
which absorbed doses are to be
multiplied to obtain, for pur-
poses of radiation protection,
a quantity that expresses on a
common scale for all ionizing
radiations the effectiveness of
the absorbed dose.

Energy propagated through space.
As used in this regulation, the
term refers to two kinds of ioniz-
ing radiation:
1. Electromagnetic waves (x-rays,
gaimma rays) and.
2. Corpuscular emissions from
radioactive substances or other
sources (alpha and beta particles).
Ionizig radiation is any electro-
magnetic or particulate radiation
r~apable of producing ions, direct-
ly or indirectly in its passage
through matter.

The amount of dose imparted to
matter by ionizing radiation
per unit mass of irradiated
material. The unit of absorbed
dose, the Rad, is equivalent
to 100 ergs/gram.

Radiation Absorbed Dose (Rad)

6



CHAPTER 2 -- continued

Radiation Hazard

Radiation Sources

Radioactivity

Radiological Survey

A condition under which persons
might receive radiation in excess
of the applicable maximum permissible
dose, or where radiation damage
might be caused to materials or
personnel.

M~aterials or devices which generate
or are capable of generating ionizing
radiation, including naturally oc-
curing Iradioactive material, byrproducz
materials, source materials, special
nuclear materials, fission products,
materials containing induced or
deposited radioactivity, radiographic
and fluoroscopic equipment, particle
generators and accelerators, and
electronic equipment which utilizes
klystr ons, magnetrons, or other
electron tubes which produce x-rays.

Process whereby certain nuclides
undergo spontaneous disintegration,
liberating energy through the
emission of alpha or beta particles
or gamma photons or a combination
of these.

Evaluation df the radiation hazard
incident to the production, use, or
existence of radioactive materials
or other sources of radiation under
a specific set of conditions.

7
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Restricted area

Roe ntg~n

Roentgen Equivalent M~an (REM)

Special Work Permit

X-ray

Anyr area to which access is
controlled for purposes of pro-
tection of individuals from
exposure to radiation and radio-
active materials.

The quantity of X or gamma
radiation such that the associated
.corpuscular emission per 0.001293
gram of air (1 cc of dry air at
standard conditionst) produces,
in air, ions carrying.1 electro-
static unit or quantity of electric-
ity of either sign. This is
the special unit of exposure.

This is the unit of dose equiva-
lent (DE) and is commonly referred
,to as the roentgen equivalent mamnmall.

A permit to assure that no
work will commence in areas where
.radiation is greater than 20
mrem/hr until each job has been
properly evaluated from a radio-
logical standpoint and has been
approved by Health Physics person-
nel.

Penetrating electromagnetic
radiation having wavelengths
shorter than those of visible
light. X-rays are similar to
gamma rays, but are originating
in the extra-nuclear origin.

8
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Exposure Guides

1. Regulations. Requirements as set forth in Title 10, Parts 19 & 20,
Code of Federal Regulations, and AR 40-14 for the Control of Oc-
cupational Exposure to Ionizing Radiation, will be followed.,
Recommendations inl the National Bureau of' Standards Handbooks on
Radiation will be used in addition.

2. Exposure of individuals in controlled areas. a. A controlled
area is. any area in which the exposure of personnel to radiation or
radioactive materials is under the supervision of a radiation pro-
tection officer. 'Every effort will be made to maintain radiation doses
as low as possible. Avoid all unnecessary exposure to ionizing
radiation. Radiation protection standards for the control of oc-
cupational exposures to ionizing radiations include- the following:

(1) The accumulated dose of radiation to the whole body, head
and trunk, active blood-forming organs, gonads, or lens of the eye
shall not exceed:

(a) 3 rem in any calendar quarter, nor

(b) 5(N-18) rem total lifetime dose, where N equals the present
age in years.

(2) The accumulated dose of radiation to the skin of the whole
body or the thyroid shall not exceed:

(a) 10 rem in any calendar quarter, nor

(b) 30 rem in any calendar year.

(3) The accumulated dose of radiation to the hands and forearms
or the feet and ankles shall not exceed:

(a) 25 rem in any calendar quarter, nor

(b) 75 rem in any calendar year.

b). Members of the'.general publie&, personnel not occupationally
exposed, and persons whý-a~re--les-s--th~an-19--y'sof age will not be
exposed in any calendar quarter in excess of 0.125 rem or in excess of
0.,-$5 rem in any calendar year. Pregnant women will not be exposed
tc~occupational doses of ionizing radiation. When a female employee,

becomes aware of her pregnancy, she will request that her duties be
changed to eliminate all occupational exposure to ionizing radiation.

9



CHAPTER 3 -- continued

c. Occupational exposure to radioactive concentrations in air
or water may not exceed the limits set forth in Title 10, Part 20
of the Code of Federal Reg~ulations.

3. Exposure of individuals in uncontrolled-~areas. Radioactive
materials an~d other sources of ionizing radiation will not be
possessed, used, or transferred in such a manner as to create in an
uncontrolled area radiation levels which, if an individual, were con-
tinu'ously present in the area, could r'esult in his receiving a dose
in excess of 065 rem in one calendar year.

4. Limits for conta'mination. When hands, body surfaces, clothing,
or shoes become-unavoidably contaminated, ste .ps, will be taken as soon
as possible to remove loose contamination. Decontaminate hands and
body- surfaces until no detectable activity above background~..is observed...
Some degree of fixed contamination in certain cases cannot be avoided
and the following maximum limits are recommended for personal clothing
and shoes (see Chapter 6)

Alpha activity - 200 disintegrations per minute per 100
square centimeters of area.

Beta-gamma activity - 0.2 millirad per hour at 2 centimeters.

5. Concentrations of radioactive contamination surfaces. a. Loose
contamination on exposed surfaces such as bench tops arid floors will
be removed as soon as possible. Small amounts of fixed contamination
will be unavoidable at times, but the degree of such contamination
should be kept as low as practica~le. Maximum limits of fixed con-
tamination of 1000 dpm per 100 cm of alpha and 2 mrad/hr at 2 cm of
beta-gamma are recommended for controlled areas. Amounts of contami-
nation in excess of the above limits will not be permitted to remain
on exposed surfaces without approval of the RPO. Higher levels of
contamination may be permitted for restricted surfaces, that is' in*
areas where e ntry or access is controlled by procedures or special
work instructions. The same standards of contamination control shall
apply to tools and equipment. In all cases, signs and controls for
contaminated surfaces, areas, or equipment will be instituted to the
extent necessary to prevent the occurrence of a health hazard or the
spread of contamination. In no case will the levels result in
exposure to individuals in excess of the established limits. Any
material or equipment so contaminated will be properly labeled with
a contamination tag giving:

(1) Type and level of radiation (mrad/hr) at a specified distance.

(2) Extent of contamination on surfaces.

10



CHAPTER 3 -- continued

b. No contaminated equipment or material may be removed from any
area withou~t prior not~ification and approval of the RP.Any equip- .

ment or material to he maintained or handled in a lear area) must be
decontaminated according to the requirement's set f~rt-h-i-rf-ChI~pter 6,.
paragraph 6.

6. Radiation protection controls governing beta-gamma exposure. The
following limits will be observed:

a. No individual without a special work permit will be permitted
to work in a radiation control area where exposure levels are greater
than 20 mrem/hr.'

b. Any radiation area where exposure levels are greater than
l00 mrem/hr shall be classified as a high-radiation area. An accurate
exposure-.record will be maintained for each individual required to
work in a high-radiation area. *Ba~sed. on pencil dosimeter reading,
the record will contain the total cumulative exposure of the individ-
ual during the life of the special work permit.

c. The time during which any individual is exposed will be con-
trolled so that exposure limits will not be exceeded.

7. Radiation protection controls governing alpha exposure. External
exposure to alpha radiation is negligible, since the range of the alpha
particles is less than the thickness of the layer of dead skin. Fume
hoods will be used in conjunction with the long-lived alpha-emitting
substances or other substances presenting a similar health hazard.
In handling an unsealed alpha source, gloves or forceps afford ade-
quate protection. Sealed alpha-neutron sources must be carefully
handled to protect the integrity of the seal and prevent the spread
of contamination. The prime hazard to consider is personnel contamin-
ation and the danger of ingestion or inhalation of airborne contamin-
ation. Fume hoods should have an absolute filter. The linear flow
rate should be at least 100 ft/mmn. Airborne contamination levels
will be determined as set forth in Chapter 6 , paragraph 6.

11



CHAPTER 4

Local Permits

1.Local permits f or the use of radiation sources are required.
Applications for permission to use or store radioactive materials
or sources of ionizing radiation will be submitted to the RD&E
Radiation Protection Officer, AM'SEL-RD-H.

2. Radioactive sources. Local permits for the use of' radioactive
materials will be issued only when an approved AEC license or DA
authorization is available. Contractors will be issued a local per-
mit based on an approved DA permit.

3. Application for local permits.. The local permit must be obtained
before procurement of the particular item(s). Each organization
desiring to use a radiation source.-in. RD&E will apply- forl a permit-.
Application will be on DF addressed to Efl&E Radiation Protection
Officer, AMSEL-RD-H, and will include the following information:

a. Organization.

b. User personnel and qualifications (include training and ex-

perience).

c. Type of radiation source..

d. Physical.-form of the radioactive material.

e. Number of sources required.

f. Quantity of radioactive material or power of radiation source.

g. Planned use of radiation source.

.h. Radiation protection equipment.

i. Facilities where ra diation source will be used.

j.* Radiation protection program (SOP).

12



CHAPTER 5

Procuring, Shipping, and Receiving of Radiation Sources

1. Procurement. All requisitions or contracts for items that contain
radioactive materials will be coordinated with the Radiation Protection
Officer of RD&E. Each request for radiation sources will include a
covering DF stating the need for the material and citing the local
*radiation permit where the sources will be used. Procurement of
radioactive materials will:-not be initiated until proper coverage under
an AEC license or DA authorization is issued.

2. Shipping. a. The user is responsible for the proper. packaging
and labeling of radioactive materials for shipping. The user will
initiate DA Form 2791-R which will then be completed by the Radiation
Protection Officer.

b. The user will provide the RD&E Radiation Protection Officer
with the AEC license or DA authorizatibn of the person who will re-
ceive the radioactive material.

3. Receiving, a. The RD&E Radiation Protection Officer will check
all radioactive material when it arrives. He will complete all
.necessary shipping paperwork, then notify the user to pick up the
radioactive material. Radioactive materials will not be transported
in privately owned vehicles.

b. Upon receipt of radioactive material, the Radiation Protection
Officer will perform a leak test, when required, and notify the user
of the results of the leak test.

13



CHAPTER 6

Prevention of Radiation Hazards

1. Method. a. This appendix contains information, on the prevention
of radiation hazards and special precautions necessary to safely work.
with radioactive materials. The three methods of radiation hazard
prevention are: Mechanical and chemical, medical, and monitoring.
All personnel required to work in radiation hazard areas will be
'informed as to the function and use of each method.

b. . Some methods of radiation hazard preventioii involve the proper
use of fire extinguishers, roping off and posting of areas, permanent
and portable shielding, and the use of area-monitoring instrumentation.

c. Another method of radiation hazard preventio 'n includes the
protection of personnel by wearing some or all of the following items
depending on the type of work: Disposable clothing, coveralls, plas-
tic aprons, gloves, plastic shoe covers, and/or boots.

d. .Decontamination materials include such things as the chemicals
used to decontaminate personnel and laboratory equipment, waste
containers, swabs or, Kemwipes, paper - both absorptive and non-absorptive.

e. Prevention of radiation hazards is effected by the establish-
ment of restricted areas , time limits for stay in danger zones, and
the requirements to comply with exposure limits and other rules.

2. .Procedures. a. Mechanical and chemical. (1) Film badge service
will be initiated or discontinued by. request to the RD&E RPO. An
adequate supply of film badges will always be available for immediate
use. Staff members who escort visitors to radiation areas are respon-
sible .f or signing badges in and out for their visitors.

(2) Each person assigned a film badge will wear only the particu-
lar badge number assigned to him. Under no.circumstances will badges
be exchanged with another person. Film packs should never be removed
from the badge or tampered with in any way.

(3) Personnel working in radiation areas must wear badges at all
times while they are in such areas. These badges may be worn comfort-
ably on the belt line or chest but they must never be covered by any
other clothing or carried in pockets.

(4) All film badges will be kept in the assigned badge rack at
the end of the work period. They will not be taken out of the build-
ing unless the outside specific duty or travel will be associated with
an exposure to radiation.
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CHAPTER 6 __ continued

(5) Film badges will be collected for exchange of film each month
on the day specified on the assigned badge rack.

(6) Pocket dosimeters will be recharged as required. .Additional
pocket dosimeter will be maintained f 'or visitors or persons whose
routine does not require a permanently assigned film badge. These
dosimeters will be signed for in a log, the dose will be recorded,
and a notation will be made that the person wearing it was a visitor.

(7) All persons entering radiation areas will wear a dosimeter.
People who are unfamiliar with the facility will be accompanied by
responsible personnel acquainted with the facility.

(8) Fire extinguishers will be placed in conspicuous places in
.radiation areas and clearly marked. They wil~l be periodically checked,
and maintained by the Area Fire Captain. Any extinguisher that is used
will not be returned to its rack but will be reported to the Fire
Captain as soon as possible. All personnel will familiarize them-
selves with the location and use of these extinguishers throughout
the building so that in the event of an emergency they will be brought
into use as soon as possible.

(9) Radiation signs and tags are posted forý the safety of every
employee and must be 'respected. The RD&E Radiological Protection
Officer will post and remove radiation warning signs. When radiation
levels exce'ed permissible levels, the'area will be posted with appro-
priate signs. These signs will indicate the nature of the radiation
and/or contamination, the date of posting, the radiation level at a
specified distance, and any other appropriate data.

b. Medical. (1) Each person working with radiation will be re-
quired to undergo a complete medical examination at the start of
employment and at one-year intervals thereafter. This initial ex-
amination will include a complete. medical history and physical exam-
ination. The history will include a'notation of previous work with
ionizing radiation. A copy of each medical record will be kept on
file by the preventative-medicine' facility. The entering exam Iination
will include a complete blood count, urinalysis, and a chest x-ray.

(2) Special checkups will be made at any time as determined
necessary by the RD&E Radiation Protection Officer and/or Preventive
Medicine Officer.

c. Monitoring. (1) Personnel monitoring will be accomplished
by the us(- of film badges and dosimeters with resulting data recorded.
Special monitoring due to exposure or contamination may be required.
Cases of overexposure or contamination may require a special medical
chbeckup.
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(2) When an individual, has received a dose of ionizing radiation
in an amount exceeding 3 rem per calendar quarter, he will be removed
from du~ties involving occupational exposure to ionizing radiation
until subsequent exposure limitations are established in consultation
with competent medical authority. When an individual has received
an accumulated dose of ionizing radiation in excess of 5(N-18) rem,
he will1 be removed from duties involving occupational exposure to
ionizing radiation until his exposure record has been evaluated by
the Surgeon General of the Army and subsequent exposure limitations
are established as necessary.

(3) The frequency of area monitoring will depend upon the radiation
levels of the usual work in the area, the frequency of the use of the
area and other conditions specific for each area. The radiation
levels will be determined daily in the radiation control areas.

(4) The general radiation background in the area will be first
recorded. Successive readings .in representative work areas will be
taken and noted. If any locations are noted where the dose rate is
greater than the maximum permissible, the area will be posted im-
mediately. Where additional shielding will correct the situation,
this will be done as soon as possible.

.(5) As each area is surveyed, a check will be made to detect any
existing or potential hazard and to rectify it.

(6) Special surveys will be made by the RD&E RPO at any time
upon specific request of an individual or before unrestricted entry
is permitted to a previously contaminated area.

(.7) Sufficient instrumentation will be available to the R.D&E
RPO to properly support all radiation surveys. Instruments will be
capable of detecting types and levels of radiation involved and any
possible' resulting contamination.. All instrumnentation used f or radia-
tion protection will be calibrated at least every three (3) months,
and after each maintenance or battery change. Dosimeters will be
calibrated at least every six (6) months.

3. Periodic checkups. a. From time to time inspections will be made
to ins-ure that personnel are complying with procedures in radiation
areas. Periodic checks will also insure that any Modifications to
the basic operating procedures are being followed correctly so as to
minimize radiation hazards.

16
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b.Cori-tantL ilrispectiotu.: are niecessary -to aivoid a dulle-d alert-
ness on the part of personniel. It cannot be overemphasized that while
working with. radiation c.an be safe, mistakes may be very dangerous
andý possibly fatal. The checkups are for the safety of personnel.

c. The effeciency of all warning devices will be determined at
intervals no greater than.one month; this is in addition to the com-
plete maintenance check which will be made at any time on all locks.,
etc. If at any time there is a failure in any remote monitors, work
will be halted immediately and the approval of the RD&E Radiation
Protection Officer will be required before normal operating procedure
is-resumed.

4. Access to radiation areas. a. Access to areas where there is a
potential radiation hazard will be limited to minimum personnel r~e-
quired to safely, efficiently, and most readily carry out the required
procedures. All Persons entering an area classified as a Radiation

-Control Area or a High Radiation Area must wear a film badge and/or
.dosimeter. All visitors to radiation areas are required to be accom-
panied by personnel assigned to the area. A "visitor," is considered
to be anyone not directly connected with the work being conducted.

b. Anyone discovering an area of hazardous radiation will evacuate
,the area and call the RD&E RPO who will accurately survey the area
,and post it. Only the RPO has the authority to remove any signs once
they are posted.

5 .. Radiation hazard signs . These signs are in the form of labels',
tags, and signs f or posting areas and equipment and identifying.
radiation areas and items which may be radioactive or contamninated.
They incorporate the standard magenta and y ellow color, the three
bladed radiation symbol, and appropriate' wording, such as "Caution,"
"~Danger, 11 "Contamination,"1 "Radiation Area,"1 and "High Radiation Area."
Where such signs and tags are used, additional information may be
added to them by the RPO to further identify the nature of the hazard.
The information will contain the nature of the substance causing the
hazard, 'its dose rate at a specified distance, the date, and other
pertinent information.

6. Decontamination and waste disposal. a. In order to prevent the
possibility of contamination, the following regulations will be ob-
served:

(1 ) There will be no. smoking, drinking, or eating in radiation
control. areas.

(2) In cases of skin contamination, no eating, smoking or ap-
plication Of Cosmetics will be permitted until all removable radio-
activity has been taken from the skin arid the person is released
by the RPO.
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01IAI'TER6 -- continued

(3) Organic solvents, highly alkaline soaps, or abrasives should
riot be used for decontamination at any time, since they increase the
possibility of skin injury and serious contamination. Levels of
radiation beyond whichi areas are considered to be contaminated radi-
ation areas are outlined in Chapter 3. Any incident or accident
which causes an area to be contaminated must be reported immediately
to the FPO., The use of any decontaminates other than mild soap and
water should only be done. under the supervision of medical personel.

*b. The RPO will be responsible for establishing procedures control-
ling the spread *of contamination. These procedures will include
emergency ventilation control, controlled step-off areas, controlled
passageways, personnel monitoring, decontamination pro cedures, etc.

c. All persons selected by- the RPO to work on monitoring and
de contarn.i nation will be equipped with protective clothing, suitable
gloves and other equipment required by the level of work.

d. In the event of airborne contamination the RFO will determine
through the use of fixed or portable air sampling monitors the extent.
of the contamination. The EPO will specify the limit for airborne
contamination. These limits will be:

Alpha 'Beta
Concentrations Concentrations

M-17 Full face respirator 50 NPC* 50 NPC *

Supplied air or self-contained

air supply with full face mask 50 MPC* 50 NPC *

KMaximum permissible concentration

e. WL~hen there is a possibility of cont amination or radiation
ha~zard, all ducts and vents. leading from the building, whether they
are for water;, air, gas, or electrical conduit, will be marked so
that maintenance or repairmen will be *aware of the potential hazard.
Where these tags exist, the RPO will be notified to survey the area
before anyi work is started. If the need for shielding is indicated
by monitoring procedures, the supervisor or the project leader will
provide the shields before work in this area can resume.

t f. Personnel decontamination methods depend upon the nature of.

th-contaminating material and the size of contaminated skin area.
The following procedures will be used immediately:

. (1) First notify the RPO. All materials needed for decontamination
will be furnished by the RPO and will be located where they will be
most convenient for use.
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CHAPTER 6 -- continued

(2) Thorough washing with soap and water and rinsing with large
quantities of water is the best general decontamination method for
the hands and other parts of the body, regardless of the nature of
the radioactive contaminant. If, however, the contamination is well
localized, it is recommended that the area, be cleaned immediately
with small swabs and later, if necessary, by a general washing.
Spread of contamination to other skin areas is thus avoided.

g. If the contamination is widespread, a general washing or shower
should be taken and other more specific measures outlined below should
be followed under medical supervision and the RPO.

(1) For general washing: Wash the hands for two to three minutes
in tepid water using a mild soap, with special attention to finger
folds, outer edges of the hands and fingernails. Rinse thoroughly
and repeat Ermaximumn of four times. If the required degree of de-
contamination is not reached, proceed with step (2).

(2) Using a soft brush, wash and rinse contaminated areas three.
times in eight minutes of which no less than six minutes are spent
in scrubbing. Use pressure light enough not to abrade the skin.
Rinse thoroughly and monitor. If the desired, level is not reached
after several trials, chemical decontamination may be attempted as
outlined in step (3).

(3)" Apply a paste of titanium dioxide liberal ly and work it in
over the contaminated areas for a minimum of two minutes. Use water
sparingly, only enough to keep the paste moist. Rinse with warm
water and follow with soap, brush and water, being extremely cautious
to remove all paste about the nails. Monitor. Repeat process if
necessary. If three successive trials fail to remove all contamination
to the prescribed level, follow step (4).

(4i) Daub over the contaminated area a saturated, solution of potas-
ium. permanganate for not more than two minutes. Wash. with soap and
water and rinse. Next, apply a solution of sodium bisulfite to remove
the dark permanganate stain. The procedure may be repeated but since
the permanganate is caustic to the skin, care should be taken to
,follow the prescribed times closely. H-and cream should be used as
a final step to prevent chapping.

h. *Persons with cuts or wounds will not be permitted to work in
a contaminated area or radioisotope laboratory unless specific ap-
proval. is obtained from the RPO. Any wounds, cuts or abrasions re-
ceived while working with, in, or near radioactive materials should
be flushed with water immediately. Any such accidents should be
referred to the RPO immediately so that specific measures can be taken.
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CHAPER 6-- continued

i. The RPO will assist in and monitor the decontamination of
materials and equipment, He will supervise the disposal of' radio-
active waste and other work connected with radiation hazards.

j. In the event of contaminated clothing, the contaminated
articles will be removed immediately. Skin areas underneath the cloth-
ing will be cleansed as soon as possible and the contaminated clothing
placed in plastic' bag so that it may be properly laundered and re-
ýcovered.

k. In order to prevent the gross contamination of' laundered items,
two separate laundry systems are employed. All contaminated laundry
generated in radiation areas is laundered in a specially equipped
laundry.

1. 'Contaminated materials will be disposed of' in suitable dry
active waste or liquid active waste containers. At no time should
dry active and liquid active wastes be mixed. When containers for

All radioactive waste containers will be stored in the radioactive

storage vault.

m. The RPO will: aid in the Problem of evaliiating'6ontaminated
equipment. If it is not practical to decontaminate. the equipment,
it will be handled as dry active waste. In some cases it may be
possible to store such equipment for future use when radiation levels
have decayed to acceptable levels. Equipment properly marked and
shielded will be stored in the radiation storage vault.

n.The following methods can be used to decontaminate equipment;
th~e decision as to the actual and most practical method will be de-
termined by the RPO.

(1) Equipment may be washed with~a hot, strong detergent solution,
rinsed, and procedure repeated until the desired decontamination
is reached. Chemicals that may be used include chromic acid, nitric
acid, ammonium citratt3, trisodium phosphat~e, and ammonium bifluoride.
In selecting decontamination materials, the nature of the surface
and extent of contamination must be considered. For all practical
purposes, decontamination effectiveness of a solution is considered
complete at the end of the second repetition of any one process.
If the desired level is not, reached at this time, other methods
should be considered.
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CHAPTER 6 -- continued

(2) Before any decontaminated equipment or articles can be
moved or transported to a "clean area" the RPO will determine the
extent of contamination of the particular item. Limits of contamina;3
tion for items to be admitted to a clean area on the basis of 100 cm'
area are as follows:

Loose contamination detectable by smear

Alpha (DPM) 50*

Beta-Gamma (DPM) 100

Maximum fixed contamination

Alpha* (DPM) 200
Beta-Gamma (m Rad/hr) 0.25

In the case of area contamination, the method .of decontamination
will depend upon the nature of the surface; These methods are
vacuuming, physical removal of surfaces, covering of short-lived
materials with impervious materials, detergents, and chemicals. When
practical, areas which are contaminated will be isolated until radio-
active decay permits safe entry.

o. All areas which are contaminated by accidents or spills will
be evacuated immediately. If certain safety precautions can be in-
stituted (such as placing absorbent paper on a spill to prevent
spread of the contaminant) without endangering one's safety before
leaving, it should be done. The RPO will monitor the contaminated
area and determine the most practical methods of decontamination.
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CHAPTER 7

E nergency Procedures for Radiation Accidents

1. Emergency procedures will be instituted at the time of a radiation
accident or contamination event or whenever safe levels prescribed
in Ch1apter 3 are exceeded.

2. Emfergency. procedures in case of contamination, a. An individual's
first responsibility is f or his own safety and for the safety of other
individuals in the imme diate area. Loss or damage of materials and
equipment under eme rgency donditions is a sec ondary consideration.
Immediate measures~f or the prevention of spread of contamination, such
as dropping absorbent. material on spilled liquids, should be carried
out only if they can be com~leted safely. Once an individual has left
an emergency area, he may not return without permission from and under
the supervision of the RPO.

b. The room or area will be vacated immediately.' Where radio-
active materials are released, persons in the area should hold their
breaths to avoid inhalation of the materials.

c. The contaminated area, will be isolated as quickly as possible
and each entrance or exit to the area marked with a warning sign in-
dicating the hazard.

d. If any mat erial, comes in contact with the clothes- or body:

(1) Clothing will be discarded in a suitable container. Under
no circumstances should the clothing be so carelessly handled as
to spread the contamination further.

(2.) Conta~minated skin areas will be decontaminated as quickly
as possible using methods outlined in Appendix F, paragraph 6. Any
contaminated cuts or abrasions should be flushed-immediately with
.huge quantities of water.

(3) All other persons who were working in the vicinity of a
contaminated area will be monitored by the RPO.

e. The RPO and the area supervisor will be notified immediately
and no area decontamination procedures should be started until the
situation is evaluated by the RPO.

3. Fires arnd other major emergencies. a. The first person to discover
the emergency will:

(1) Notify. all persons not directly involved with the incident
who are in the area.
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CHAPTER 7 -- continued

(2) Notify the fire department and other emergency personnel.

(3) Attempt extinguishment of fires using 'readily available
first-aid type extinguishers if a radiation hazard is not immediately
present. Efforts should be made to prevent water or fire fighting
chemicals from comning in contact with the radiation source. Attempt
to control runoff, preventing it from entering sewers or drainage
systems until it has been monitored.

.(4) Notify the RD&E RPQ.

b.' The RPO will:

(1) Advise and assist the emergency personnel.

(2) Following the emergency, monitor the area and determine the
protective devices necessary for safe decontamination.

(3) Decontaminate.

(4~) Monitor all persons who were in the emergency area and those
who were involved in dorhbatihg the emerg ency.

(5) Monitor downwind, delineate all contaminated areas, and
restrict access as necessary.
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SUPPLEMENT C

Indi~vidual Users

'Reference: Form AEC-313, Item 4.



SUPPLEMENT C

SUBJECT: Individual Users

1. Reference: For AEC-3l3, Item 4.

ý2. Users of radioactive material. The use of radioactive material covered
by this license shall be limited to:

a. The RD&E RPO, Alternate RPO,. and Techn~icalI Staf f of RPO

b. Personnel to Perform Leak Testsa,. -

c. Individuals approved by the- Committee who are:

ý(1) RO&E employees stationed at Fort Monmouth.

(2) Non-RD&E employees working at Fort Monmouth onRD&E research,
.deve-lopment or test programs.

(3) RDI&E employees, whose primary duty station is at Fort Monmouth, who
are on Itemporary assignment to one of the areas listed in Para. 5 of Supplement-
A. The project at the remote location and the -protection procedures to be used
must also be app~roved by the Committee.

d. An individual(s) working under the direct supervision of an RD&E em-
ployee approved by the Committee to directly supervise the individual)'s work
with the radioactive material involved. The individual-performing the work need.
not be an RD&E employee. The work may take place at locations designated in
Supplement, A. The primary duty station of the employee performtng the direct
supervision will be Fort Monmouth, New Jersey.

Note that direct supervision means that the super visor is in a physical loca-
tion where he can see. the individual(s) being supervised or he is in a nearby.
,a rea where he can hear a call or signal from~ said individual (s) and be able
to reach the location where the individual(G3) is working wki,-ýn a few moments.

3. uaifcaios f ses nd"Radiation Supervisors"' Approved by the

Committee. The Committee evaluates an applicant's (a) experience with

radiation and radioactive material, (b) training in the principles and

practices of radiation protection, radioactivity measureme~nt standardýizatiOn
and monitoring techniqueS an'd instruments, mathemratics and clua~n

basic to the use and measurement of radioactivity, and the biological

effects of- radia-tion, and (c) his familiarity with pertinent regulations

and pocedures,. to-insure they are commensurate with the hazard and act'ivity
-of the radioisotopes requested in his application.
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4.See Supp Iemln t F for:

*. a. Lis-t of ind'ividuals who serve as:

(1) Members of the Committee,.

(2) R.PO, Alternate. RPO, 'and Technical Staff of RPO.

()Personnel to perform leak tests.

b. Training and Experience of Individuals who Serve in the Above-Me ntioned

Capacities..
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